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We examine the design of control rights of external financiers, and how these interact
with the firm’s security issuance and capital structure when the firm’s initial owners and
managers may disagree with new investors over project choice. The first main result is anex
antemanagerial preference for “soft” financial claims that maximize managerial project-
choice autonomy, which is in contrast to agency theory. Second, a dynamic “pecking order”
of cash, equity, and debt emerges. Additional results explain equity issuance at high prices,
the drifting of leverage ratios with stock returns, cash hoarding, and debt usage without
taxes, agency, or signaling. (JEL G32, G34, G39)

Intr oduction

Much has been learned from models in which managers, whose interests
diverge from those of financiers, undertake various actions, including design-
ing control rights (e.g.,Aghion and Bolton 1992; Masulis and Nahata 2009),
choosing securities to raise financing (e.g.,Hart and Moore 1995), and deter-
mining capital structure (e.g.,Grossman and Hart 1982; Jensen and Meckling
1976). Yet, there is much we do not know about security issuance and cap-
ital structure, as recent empirical research has uncovered a host of puzzling
stylized facts, like the sluggishness of firms in making capital structure adjust-
ments in response to stock price movements. Moreover, the assumption that
managers are driven exclusively by narrow self-interest misses the opportunity
to examine the corporate finance ramifications of the behavior of managers
whose objectives are aligned with those of the shareholders due to sufficiently
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highstock ownership (as in the case of Bill Gates or Warren Buffett), intrinsic
motivation (e.g., Van den Steen 2005), or matched “mission preferences” (e.g.,
Besley and Ghatak 2005). There is, therefore, a need for a fresh perspective.

Of course, if managers always do what all shareholders desire, the problem
of separation of ownership and control is rendered sterile. We therefore study a
manager who seeks to maximize initial shareholder wealth but who might have
a “different model of the world.” In particular, we consider a situation in which
managers and investors who purchase the firm’s securities have different be-
liefs about the precision of a commonly observed prior signal about a project,
which could lead to disagreements over project choice. While our assumption
of heterogeneous priors departs from the standard common priors assumption,
we note that rationality restricts the revision of prior beliefs to be Bayesian
without addressing the origination of these prior beliefs. Priors are taken as
part of the primitives, along with preferences and endowments.1 Our assump-
tion is consistent withKurz’s (1994a,b) theory of “rational beliefs,” in which
different beliefs are admissible as long as they do not conflict with historical
data.2

Thequestion we address within this framework is how the initial owners of
a firm, whose objectives and beliefs are congruent with those of the manager,
design shareholder and bondholder control rights for new investors whose
beliefs may differ. We also examine how these control rights interact with
the manager’s capital structure decisions. The theory we develop to address
these issues illuminates many puzzling, stylized facts about capital structure
and pivots on the concept ofmanagerial autonomy. Simply put, managerial au-
tonomy is a manager’s ability to carry out investment decisions that he views as
best even when investors disagree. The manager is endogenously shown to
value this autonomy because it enhances his ability to maximize shareholder
wealth. The analysis focuses on the interaction between endogenously deter-
mined investment policy and capital structure.

Our analysis demonstrates that a manager’s security issuance is driven by a
preferenceex anteto be free ofex postconstraints imposed by claimholders. In
other words, our focus is on how a manager makes capital structure decisions
when he recognizes that these decisions will constrain hisfuturereal decisions.
The manager thus seeks the security with the “softest” control. This is in sharp
contrast to the usual agency stories in which the manager prefersex anteto
use “hard” claims to commit to constraints imposed by other claimholders;

1 SeeKreps(1990).Morris (1995)discusses why heterogeneous priors are consistent with (Bayesian) rational-
ity. Acemoglu, Chernozhukov, and Yildiz(2006) show conditions under which heterogeneous priors may not
converge to a common posterior belief.

2 Papers with heterogeneous priors includeAllen and Gale(1999),Boot, Gopalan, and Thakor(2006,2008),
Garmaise(2001),Harrison and Kreps(1978), Song and Thakor (2007),Thakor and Whited(2011), andVan den
Steen(2010a,b). InAbel and Mailath(1994), there are common priors, but it is not common knowledge that
projects are poor. Asymmetric information leads investors with a common prior to have different posteriors on
project value. In our model, agents have heterogeneous posteriors but not because of asymmetric information.
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theseconstraints limit the manager’sex postbehavior and hence reduce the
ex anteagency costs he absorbs.3 Our analysis implies the immediate reversal
of the “role of hard claims in constraining management” results available in the
literature (e.g.,Hart 1993;Hart and Moore 1995;Polevikov 2004; Stulz 1990).

Our disagreement-based autonomy approach isnot rooted in managerial
agency problems (e.g.,Jensen and Meckling 1976; Ross 1973) that incen-
tive contracting can solve, as the manager truly believes he is maximizing
firm value. Nor is it an issue of asymmetric or insufficiently aggregated in-
formation, as management and investors observe the same signal. That is, all
of the usual frictions—taxes, bankruptcy costs, agency costs, and asymmet-
ric information—are absent. The key is that, conditional on a common signal,
agents compute different posterior beliefs about project value because of the
heterogeneity of priors about signal precision.

Our model works as follows. The manager, acting in the initial owners’ inter-
ests, designs the corporate governance structure, which determines the share-
holders’ and bondholders’ control rights. He then chooses the firm’s capital
structure and its project. The manager’s project-choice autonomy is affected by
the firm’s capital and governance structures because capital structure fixes the
mix of debt and equity, and because governance structure optimally allocates
unequal control rights to debt and equity. As the manager values autonomy,
and as his beliefs and objectives are aligned with the initial owners’, the initial
shareholders may be tempted to let the manager give himself complete auton-
omy. This is inefficient, however, because managerial autonomy increases the
cost of external financing for initial shareholders, as new investors’ beliefs may
differ from the manager’s. Therefore, on the one hand, autonomy strengthens
the manager’s ability to maximize his assessment of theinitial shareholders’
wealth but, on the other hand, it increases the cost of external financing. This
tension produces optimal degrees of managerial autonomyvis-à-vissharehold-
ers and bondholders.

The governance structure is affected by the manager’s expectations of future
events, particularly theexpectedlevel of manager-investor agreement, and
the distribution of the future value of assets in place. When the expected future
agreement is higher, the manager perceives a lower detrimental effect of man-
agerial autonomy on the cost of external funding and, thus, sets autonomy
higher. When the expected value of the assets in place is sufficiently high,
the manager receives greater autonomy with respect to the bondholders because
the value of the bondholders’ claim becomes less sensitive to the payoff on the

3 Thesource of the divergence in objectives between the manager and the shareholders does not matter for this
result. For example, this result will be obtained even if such a divergence arises from managers having “mission
preferences” that differ from those of the firms that employ them, as inBesley and Ghatak(2005). A “mission”
is viewed as project attributes that make agents value the project over and above monetary payoffs. Interpreted
within our framework, we could have managers who attach personal glory or some other private benefit to the
project. However, as long as private benefits are not efficient, the manager will find it optimalex anteto issue
hard claims that constrain hisex postbehavior so as to achieve theex anteefficient project choice (seeAghion
and Bolton 1992).
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new project, about which there may be disagreement. Furthermore, corporate
cash increases the manager’s autonomy with respect to both debt and equity.

The manager observes the agreement between himself and the investors
prior to security issuance, so security issuance and capital structure are af-
fected by both the observed agreement and the value of assets in place. The
agreement parameter is increasing in the stock price because investors value
the firm higher when they perceive a lower probability of managerial actions
of which they would disapprove. Therefore, the manager finds equity most at-
tractive when the stock price is high and shareholder opposition is least likely.
Nevertheless, debt may be preferred if there is a sufficiently high probabil-
ity that the firm’s assets in place will have a high value because bondholders
are relatively unconcerned about the firm’s project choice under these circum-
stances and therefore provide the manager with greater autonomy than would
be provided by equity. If the firm’s assets in place have a low value, then the
bondholders’ payoff depends on the project cash flow and an asset-substitution
moral hazard arises. Bondholders then impose restrictive covenants that pro-
vide less managerial autonomy than equity does, and equity is preferred if
agreement (and, hence, the stock price) is sufficiently high.4 Whenthis agree-
ment is low (low stock price), debt may still be preferred. If cash is available,
it is the most preferred financing source. The model thus implies a dynamic
“pecking order” that depends on the stock price and the value of assets in place.

Our dynamic pecking-order results depend on the firm raising financing for
a project. A firm will not issue securities to rebalance its capital structure when
no project is available, even though stock price dynamics alter its capital struc-
ture, so the firm’s capital structure drifts with its stock returns, as documented
by Welch (2004). If the firm does issue securities for project financing, the
issuance willreinforce, rather than counteract, the capital structure effect of
stock price movements. For example, an increase in the stock price, which low-
ers the leverage ratio, will be accompanied by an equity issue, which further
decreases leverage. This is because if the stock price and the value of assets
in place are within the appropriate ranges, a change in the stock price moves
the firm’soptimalcapital structure in the same direction as the price. This gen-
erates a striking implication for capital structure—the firm’s optimal capital
structure is dynamic, as the manager’s perception of the optimum varies with
the firm’s stock price. Our results and this empirical evidence are consistent
with the evidence that capital structure is driven by stock returns (e.g.,Welch
2004), that investment policy has an important influence on the time path
of leverage (DeAngelo and Roll 2011), and that security-issuance decisions
that are influenced by stock price levels havelong-lastingcapital structure

4 This is consistent with the evidence that during financial distress, debt is particularly restrictive (Opler and
Titman 1994). We could also distinguish among different types of debt based on autonomy. For example, bank
debt is considered to be more flexible than public debt because it is easier to renegotiate (Berlin and Mester
1992).
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effects (e.g.,Baker and Wurgler 2002). This is in contrast to the two dominant
paradigms in capital structure theory. The first of these paradigms is the (static)
trade-off theory of optimal capital structure, which consists ofJensen and
Meckling’s (1976) agency costs theory, andDeAngelo and Masulis’s (1980)
debt tax shields argument, as well as free cash flow and management discipline
considerations (Grossman and Hart 1982).5 All of these theories predict that an
increase in stock prices—which lowers market-value leverage ratios—should
lead firms to borrow more to realign their capital structures with their respec-
tive optima. The second dominant paradigm isMyers and Majluf’s (1984)
“pecking order” theory, which predicts that firms will finance first with inter-
nal cash or riskless debt, and then with risky debt, and that they will use equity
only as a last resort. However, equity issues are actually commonplace and eq-
uity issuance patterns are clearly in consistent with the pecking-order theory
(e.g.,Fama and French 2005). Moreover, the “equity aversion” predicted by
pecking-order theory is contrary to the propensity of firms to prefer equity to
debt when their stock prices are high.6

Zwiebel (1996) develops a related model in which a manager, who can
choose between a good and a bad project, fears losing a job-related exoge-
nous control benefit due to a takeover. The manager uses debt as a precommit-
ment against choosing the bad project when the probability of the bad project
is high and, hence, the stock price is low. Both Zwiebel’s analysis and our
analysis imply a negative relationship between leverage and stock prices. The
two models are entirely different, however. First, Zwiebel assumescomplete
managerial control, whereas we endogenously derive the degree of manage-
rial control. Second, the managerex anteprefershard claims that constrain
him in Zwiebel’s model, whereas he seekssoft claims in our model. Third,
Zwiebel’s agency model is driven by the disciplinary role of intermediate lev-
els of debt with bankruptcy costs. We have no bankruptcy costs or agency
problems, and the degrees of managerial autonomy with regard to equity and
debt depend on the mediating variables—the stock price and the value of assets
in place—so that either debt or equity could provide the manager greater au-
tonomy depending on the circumstances. Finally, we examine how cash affects
managerial autonomy, and characterize the firm’s decision of how to finance

5 Both static and dynamic trade-off theories have been criticized for failing to recognize the tax advantage of
internal equity (retained earnings) over external equity, as retaining earnings defers the personal taxation of div-
idends (seeLewellen and Lewellen 2006). These specific tax issues are avoided in alternative theories of capital
structure. InBoyd and Smith(1999), the capital structure decision depends on whether returns are observable
or state verification is costly. InBrander and Lewis(1986), capital structure affects strategic product-market
competition. InShah and Thakor(1987), capital structure is driven by project financing considerations.Adrian
and Shin(2010) emphasize the relationship between liquidity and leverage.Jaggia and Thakor(1994) establish
an optimal capital structure based on the trade-off between the tax benefit of debt and its cost in terms of weaker
incentives for employees to invest in firm-specific human capital in more highly levered firms (see alsoBerk,
Stanton, and Zechner 2010for a human-capital-based theory of optimal capital structure).

6 Thereare numerous papers that have documented this empirically (e.g.,Asquith and Mullins 1986; Jung, Kim,
and Stulz 1996). Moreover, CFOs consider stock prices to be an important factor in the security issuance decision
(Graham and Harvey 2001).
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theproject as a choice among cash, equity, and debt. Additional differences—
arising from the unique predictions of our model—become evident in the anal-
ysis.7 A common thread running through these predictions is that they are
jointly conditioned on the firm’s stock price, manager-shareholder agreement,
and the value of assets in place, which allows for empirical discrimination be-
tween our theory and others, such as market timing.

The most closely related paper isDittmar and Thakor(2007), which de-
velops a disagreement-based model of optimal security issuance and tests its
predictions. Like this article, Dittmar and Thakor predict that equity will be
issued when agreement is high, and their paper provides direct supporting evi-
dence that such agreement is a significant determinant of equity issuance, even
after controlling for the stock price. There are, however, several key differ-
ences between that paper and our work. First, we examine the effect of an
important mediating variable, the value of assets in place, on the security is-
suance decision, whichDittmar and Thakor(2007) do not analyze. Therefore,
our predictions differ from theirs. For example, while they show that the man-
ager will always issue equity when shareholder-manager agreement is high,
we show that the manager will issue debt if the value of assets in place is
sufficiently high, regardless of the agreement parameter. Moreover, even for
lower values of assets in place, the choice between equity and debt depends
on the properties of the endogenously determined governance mechanism as
well as the value of assets in place. Second, an important goal of our article
is to determine the optimal allocation of control rights among security holders
(corporate governance), as well as the capital structure and project choice ram-
ifications of that allocation, whichDittmar and Thakor(2007) do not address.
Third, this control-rights allocation represents another conditioning variable
for capital structure in our model and it thus generates predictions that can be
linked back to the exogenous parameters that determine corporate governance.
Fourth, unlikeDittmar and Thakor(2007), we examine the impact of cash on
managerial autonomy relative to debt and equity, and characterize the firm’s
choice as a choice among cash, equity, and debt. Finally, we derive numerous
unique empirical implications.

The literature on dynamic capital structure choice is also relevant.Dangl
and Zechner(2004), who extend the work ofFischer, Heinkel, and Zechner
(1989) andGoldstein, Ju, and Leland(2001), examine the effect of dynamic
capital structure adjustments on a firm’s credit risk. They show that dynamic
considerations could rationalize a greater initial reliance on equity.8 In contrast

7 Anotherpaper that takes a managerial perspective on capital structure isNovaes(2003). He shows that a takeover
threat will not reconcile the gap between the free cash flow theory, which says that shareholders use debt to
discipline managers, and managerial models in which the manager does not lever up to constrain himself in the
absence of a takeover threat. Novaes shows that target managers mayover-leverwith low takeover costs, and
that there is a negative correlation between leverage and takeover costs.

8 Dynamicconsiderations may also lead to capital structure indeterminacy.Hennessy and Whited(2005) show
that the firm’s leverage ratio displays path dependence and keeps declining over the time if the firm sustains its
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to these papers, we focus on how the differential effects of debt, equity, and
cash on a manager’s project choice autonomy affect the firm’s capital structure.

Finally, our article is related to research on how endogenous control
considerations drive managerial decisions, e.g.,Van den Steen(2010b). Par-
ticularly relevant is the research undertaken byBoot, Gopalan, and Thakor
(2006,2008), which addresses the endogenous determination of managerial
autonomy when manager-investor disagreement is present. However, the focus
of those papers is on the choice between private and public ownership.

This article proceeds as follows. The model is developed in Section1, while
Section2 contains the analysis. Section3 discusses the implications of the
analysis for security issuance and capital structure, as well as extensions of
the analysis. Testable predictions emerging from our results are discussed in
Section4. Section5 presents our conclusions. All proofs are provided in the
Appendix.

1. The Economic Setting: Disagreement, Autonomy, and Security Issuance

This section describes the model and the links between disagreement, auton-
omy, and security issuance. It begins with an overview of the model.

Overview of key features of the model.Assume that there is an all-equity
financed, publicly traded firm in which a manager is making decisions in the
best interests of the initial shareholders. The manager’s beliefs about what is
best may differ from those of new investors, although the beliefs of the man-
ager and initial shareholders coincide.

Three decisions are made: a decision on the corporate governance struc-
ture, a decision on the capital structure, and a decision on project choice. The
manager designs the corporate governance structure on behalf of the initial
shareholders. Subsequently, the manager makes capital structure and project-
choice decisions. There is thus an assumed “hierarchy of rigidity” that deter-
mines the sequence of these decisions. In particular, we assume that corporate
governance in public firms is the most rigid and the least likely to be smoothly
responsive to changes in the firm’s circumstances (e.g.,Boot, Gopalan, and
Thakor 2006;Helwege and Packer 2009). Capital structure is the second most
rigid. Firms alter their capital structures through various means (e.g.,Fama and
French 2005), and this happens more frequently than changes in the corporate
charter, board composition, or other factors affecting governance stringency.
However, security issuance that is driven by the capital structure seems less
opportunistic and more rigid than real project choices. Our model accommo-
dates these institutional realities by stipulating that the stringency of corporate

profitability and builds retained earnings.Hennessy and Whited(2005) state that their model generates a data
series that is consistent withBaker and Wurgler’s (2002) main results.
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Figure 1
Sequence of events

governance is chosen first9 (anticipating future capital structure and project
choice decisions), that capital structure (which takes governance as a given
and anticipates the future project choice) is chosen next, and that the project
choice (taking governance and capital structure as givens) is made last. Both
debt and equity contracts can be conditioned on verifiable and contractible
contingencies.

Preferences, managerial objective, choice of securities, and time line.We
assume universal risk neutrality, a zero risk-free interest rate, and no taxes.
There are four points in time. A summary of the sequence of events is provided
in Figure1. At t = 0, the all-equity-financed firm has existing assets in place
(AIP) with a value,VAI P, that is stochastic and realized att = 3. TheAIP
cannot be liquidated at a positive price untilt = 3, i.e., these assets are illiquid.
The realized value ofVAI P is V AI P , whereV AI P is F with probability (w.p.)
β ∈ (0,1) and 0 w.p. 1− β. The expected value ofVAI P is βF .10 We let

9 As the manager is optimally setting theex antegovernance stringency, with no agency frictions, this situation is
isomorphic to one in which a board of directors, faithfully representing the shareholders, determines corporate
governance. We have analyzed this case and found that the results are the same.

10 The assumption that the value of assets in place is stochastic is realistic, as we are referring to economic val-
ues rather than accounting values. The values of all of a firm’s assets—inventories and receivables, as well as
property, plant, and equipment—are constantly subject to reassessments and evolve stochastically in response to
market shocks.
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F > I , where the investmentI is defined below.WhetherV AI P is F or 0 at
t = 3 becomes known betweent = 1 andt = 2. The firm can also invest
in one of three mutually exclusive new projects att = 2: a mundane project,
an innovative project, or a lemon project. The mundane project is available
at t = 2 and produces a riskless payoff att = 3. In addition, an innovative
project arrives, along with a lemon project, att = 2. While investors can tell
whether the manager invested in the mundane project, they cannot distinguish
the innovative project from the lemon, which introduces the standard asset-
substitution moral hazard associated with debt.

The manager maximizes the expected terminal (t = 3) wealth of those who
are shareholders att = 0 and determines the firm’s corporate governance (the
control given to the investors) att = 0 to do so. Att = 0, there is uncertainty
about the extent of agreement between the manager and new investors about
the value of the innovative project att = 2. The firm’s stock price att = 0 will
reflect the market’s expectation of this agreement and the market’s assessment
of the innovative project that may arrive att = 2. The market learns of the
level of agreement with the manager att = 1. The firm then raises$I through
debtor equity att = 1. The initial shareholders are wealth constrained, and
the manager’s only wealth is his compensation att = 3, so new financing
involves new investors who face uncertainty about the availability of the inno-
vative project and about the value of the assets in place (AIP). The investment
of I in the chosen project is made att = 2.11 Payoffs are realized att = 3.

For simplicity, the investment is either 100% debt financed or 100%
equity financed. The debt repayment obligation (att = 3) equalsD, with
D = (1 + r ) I , wherer is the yield on the debt.

Project investments and payoffs.All projects require an investment $I at
t = 2. The mundane project pays offR with 100% certainty att = 3 and has a
positive NPV, i.e.,R > I . The lemon pays off a cash flow with a known mean
of 0, a variance of∧l em, and a density functionf (u|0,∧l em). For simplicity,
we deal with probability distributions completely described by mean and vari-
ance. There is no disagreement between the manager and any investors about
the value of either the mundane project or the lemon. The innovative project
pays off a random amountu at t = 3, but management (insiders) and financiers
(outsiders) may disagree att = 2 about the expected value ofu.

We interpret the different projects as follows. The mundane project is a
routine extension of the firm’s existing business. Examples include expanding

11 Thetime lag between the raising of financing and the investment in the project is meant to capture the fact that it
is not uncommon for investors to acquireadditionalinformation about the project subsequent to having provided
financing. Payoff-germane information arrives almost continuously, so this is unavoidable. From a purely analyt-
ical standpoint, disagreement becomes a moot point if the signals on which the manager and investors disagree
are received before financing is raised because investors will not provide financing if they disagree. Moreover, in
our model, this sequence of events makes it possible to have the financing contracts depend onfuturecontingen-
cies, e.g., a realization of a low value (zero) of theAI P could trigger intervention from the bondholders (note
that financing is raised prior to the realization of the value of theAI P), so that we can examine how current
capital structure decisions constrainfuturereal decisions.
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capacityto increase the output of an existing product, replacing old equipment
with new equipment, and providing a division with investments equal to its
annual depreciation in order to continue operations. The innovative project
represents a departure from routine operations. It is thus more risky and subject
to greater potential disagreement about its value. Examples are a new
technology, such as cellular communications; a new business design, such as
e-Bay’s launching of an online auction business; market entry into a new coun-
try; and acquisition of another firm, such as Hewlett-Packard’s acquisition of
Compaq, which was the subject of considerable disagreement. For our analy-
sis, the mundane project need not be riskless—it must only be less risky than
the innovative project. The lemon is simply a negative-NPV project that has the
potential to expropriate bondholder wealth and is never desired unless there is
an incentive problem between debt and equity.12

Disagreement over future payoff of innovative project.At t = 2, a signal
is observed about the expected value of the payoff of the innovative project at
t = 3. Everyone observes the same signal about the payoff mean att = 2, but
that signal may be interpreted differently by different groups. The initial share-
holders and the manager interpret it asx, whereas new investors purchasing the
firm’s claims interpret it asy. The disagreement over the value of the innovative
project is, therefore, between the manager and initial shareholders (“manager,”
henceforth) on the one hand and the new investors on the other, and this dis-
agreement arises from differences in beliefs, possibly about the precision of the
signal being observed. The initial shareholders choose a manager whose beliefs
are aligned with theirs, but this alignment is not guaranteed when new investors
arrive. For simplicity, we assume all new investors have the same beliefs.

At dates prior tot = 2, x andy are random variables for all agents that rep-
resent the date-2 interpretations of the expected value of the innovative project,
u, made by the manager and new investors, respectively. We assume thatx and
y are privately observed non-contractiblevaluation assessments. Moreover,
the manager observes the value signal first and decides whether to propose
the project to investors. The implication of this setup is that, for example, if
the manager’s valuation isx ≥ R with equity, the project is presented to new
investors who then interpret its value asy. The manager cannot be forced to
propose a project he dislikes. so shareholders never see a project wherex < R
and are therefore never able to assess its value.13 Thus, disagreement over
project choice is relevant only whenx ≥ R andy < R.

12 The manager’s ability to secretly switch to the lemon when investors think he is investing in the innovative
project can be thought of as a situation in which the lemon is a bad version of the innovative project. That is, a
good acquisition may be an innovative project, whereas a bad acquisition may be a lemon project.

13 In a previous version of the article, we performed our analysis assuming that the availability of the innovative
and mundane projects as a pair was stochastic, so that the manager could simply assert that no project arrived
when he observes an innovative project that he does not like. The results are qualitatively unchanged in that
case. However, because the manager cannot be forced to propose a project he dislikes, it matters little whether
the manager sees the signal first or at the same time as investors.
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Formally, we can think aboutx andy being different due to heterogeneity in
prior beliefs that are rational in the sense ofKurz (1994a,b).14 Conditionalon
x andy, let f (u|x, ∧I) and f (u|y, ∧I) bethe density functions ofu assigned
by the manager and the new investors, respectively, where∧I is the variance
of u, about which there is no disagreement. Assume∧l em > ∧I , so the lemon
has a higher variance than the innovative project.

For simplicity, we assumex ∈ {L , H} and y ∈ {L , H}, with L < I ≤
R < H . Let Pr(x = H) = p, Pr(x = L) = 1 − p, Pr(y = i | x = i ) = ρ ∈
[0,1] ∀i ∈ {L , H}, and Pr(y = i | x = j 6= i ) = 1 − ρ ∀ i 6= j . Henceforth,
we refer toρ as the “agreement parameter,” where higher values ofρ indi-
cate higher manager-investor agreement. We assume that,conditional on ρ,
the probability distributions ofx andy are common knowledge. However,ρ is
unknown att = 0 and becomes known only att = 1. The commonly known
distribution function ofρ̃ at t = 0 is Φ (ρ̃); ρ̃ denotes the unknown value of
the conditional probability of manager-investor agreement att = 0 andρ its
realization att = 1. Let μρ denotethe expected value of̃ρ. We assume that
the realization ofρ is commonly observed but is non-verifiable for contracting
purposes.15

Incompletenessof contracts.Contracts are incomplete in the sense that they
can only be based on variables that can be verified in a court of law for
contracting purposes. This rules out directly contracting onx, y, or ρ. More-
over, if this assumption is combined with the assumption that the manager has
no personal wealth, so that the limited liability constraint operates, we see that
some trivial solutions to divergent beliefs are precluded. For example, when
x ≥ R andy < R, the manager cannot put money behind his priors by asking
investors to ignore their priors and promising to pay them a large amount if he
is proven wrongex post. Such a promise would not be credible. We believe that
this is a realistic restriction on contracts, as the strategic bets that firms make
in the real world are typically far larger in monetary terms than the personal
wealth of their managers.

14 In other words, we assume that the observables in the economy that agents use to form beliefs that impinge
on their valuations of the innovative project have the technical property of “stability” but not stationarity.Kurz
(1994a) shows that every stable process is associated with a specific stationary measure and that multiple stable
processes can give rise to the same associated stationary measure. While historical data can be used to construct
the stationary measure, it cannot generally be used to distinguish among multiple stable processes associated
with the same stationary measure. That is, for beliefs to be rational, agents cannot have beliefs that are precluded
by historical data. However, multiple rational beliefs can be consistent with the historical data because a stable
but non-stationary process is not generally uniquely identified even with countably infinite data points. This
permits rational and heterogeneous prior beliefs, not all of which will conform to rational expectations. This
heterogeneity of beliefs leads agents in our model to attach different interpretations to the same information.
Supporting empirical evidence appears inKandel and Pearson(1995), where it is shown that trading volume
around public information announcements can be best understood within a framework in which agentsinterpret
the same information differently.

15 All of the results that follow were also derived in the more general case in whichx andy arebivariate normal
with a correlation ofρ.
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Managerial autonomy and corporate governance.The manager is indis-
pensable for producing project cash flows. The manager, who has the same
beliefs as the initial investors, sets the control each group of investors hasvis-
à-vis the manager. This control allocation maximizes the expected terminal
wealth of the initial (t = 0) shareholders, conditional on the manager’s be-
liefs. This managerial autonomy determines the manager’s “elbow room” to
select the project he thinks is best for initial shareholders even when investors
disagree. The manager’s autonomy with equity is determined att = 0 as part
of the corporate governance established at that point. The manager also sets
his autonomyvis-à-vis bondholders through the debt covenants negotiated at
t = 0. Conditional on these degrees of autonomy, the manager determines the
firm’s security issuance (and, hence, its capital structure) att = 1 so as to max-
imizehisexpectation of the wealth of the initial (t = 0) shareholders att = 3.
This decision determines management’s overall project-choice autonomy at
t = 2. Simply put, managerial autonomy is the probability that the manager
will control project choice when there is manager-shareholder disagreement.

We model managerial autonomy as follows. When the manager assesses the
expected value of the innovative project asx ≥ R and outside investors assess
it as y < R, there is disagreement because the outside investors desire the
mundane project and the manager prefers the innovative project. For a security
issuance of typej ∈ {e, d}, wheree represents equity andd represents debt,
let η j be the probability that the manager can invest in the innovative project
when he wants but the outside investors who purchased securityj are opposed
to it. 1 − η j is then the probability that the security-j investors will block the
manager and force an investment in the mundane project.

If the firm issues equity att = 1, then both sides will agree to forsake
the lemon, which has a mean payoff of zero and an NPV of−I , because the
manager has thesamepreferences as shareholders about the objective function
being maximized. Moreover, ifx > R and y ≥ R, both will wish to invest
in the innovative project. Disagreement arises whenx > R and y < R, in
which caseηe is the probability that the manager can invest in the innovative
project. We viewηe asrepresenting the corporate governance mechanism em-
ployed by shareholders to influence firm activities. It is determined by many
factors, including information disclosure requirements, the number of inde-
pendent board members, and the extent of shareholder involvement—either
through board representation or through activism at shareholder meetings—in
managerial decisions.16

If the firm issues debt att = 1, there will be two classes of claimants:
the initial (t = 0) shareholders and the bondholders. With debt, we useηe(d) to

16 Existingshareholders are aligned in their beliefs with the manager, while new shareholders are not. Thus, while
existing shareholders may impose some constraints on the manager, new shareholders are likely to impose more
stringent and binding constraints. We assume that the amount of external financing being raised is large enough
that the voice of the new shareholders matters in corporate governance. As the manager and initial shareholders
always agree,ηe essentiallydetermines the influence of the new shareholders.
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denotethe manager’s autonomy with respect to the initial shareholders, withηd

denotingthe manager’s autonomy with respect to the bondholders. In general,
we can write all of the (endogenous) autonomy probabilities,ηe, ηe(d), andηd,
asfunctions of the vector of verifiable and contractible state contingencies that
may occur in the future. Given the non-verifiability of beliefs andρ, the only
contractible state contingencies in the model are therealizationV AI P andthe
type of security issued to raise financing att = 1.17

Summary of the sequence of events.To recapitulate, the firm is all-equity
financed att = 0, with assets in place that have a stochastic value of VAI P .
At t = 0, the firm knows that a mundane project, an innovative project, and a
lemon project will become available att = 2. The manager knows that, con-
ditional on the innovative project being available, he will receive a signal at
t = 2 about the expected value of the payoff,u, of the innovative project at
t = 3. The manager will interpret this signal asx, and outside investors will
interpret it asy. Viewed att = 2,u is a random variable with density functions
of f (u|x, ∧I) for the manager andf (u|y, ∧I) for the outside investors, where
∧I is the variance ofu. Viewed att = 1, x andy are correlated random vari-
ables with Pr(y = i |x = i ) = ρ ∈ [0,1]. At t = 0, there is uncertainty about
the datet = 1 value of the agreement parameter,ρ̃, but the probability distribu-
tions ofx andy, conditional onρ, are common knowledge. The expected value
of ρ̃, μρ , is also common knowledge. Based on these considerations, the board
determinesηe andηe(d) at t = 0, which fixes the intrusiveness of equity-linked
corporate governance with equity and debt financing, respectively. Moreover,
the debt contract stipulates state-contingent managerial autonomy,ηd, that may
dependon V AI P . Once set,ηe, ηe(d), andηd representunalterable contracts.

At t = 1,ρ is realized and reflected in the stock price. The manager observes
ρ and then decides whether to issue debt or equity to raise the $I for investment.
Betweent = 1 andt = 2, therealizationV AI P ∈ {0, F} is observed, which
determines the managerial autonomy,ηd. At t = 2, the manager and outside
investors arrive at their private assessments (x andy, respectively) of the value
of the innovative project, and the manager then chooses the innovative project,
the lemon, or the mundane project. Att = 3, the payoffs are realized and all
investors are paid. Figure1 summarizes the sequence of events.

2. Analysis of Security Issuance

We begin by establishing a preliminary result about the state contingencies that
will be embedded in the optimal endogenous autonomy probabilities. Subse-
quently, in the usual backward induction fashion, we analyze what happens at

17 In addition to disagreement with the manager, bondholders also care about the inherent risk in positive-NPV
projects, with their risk exposure depending partly on therealizationV AI P ∈ {0, F}. Unlike the shareholders,

we assume that the bondholders can have a first lien on theAI P. Hence,if V AI P is sufficiently large, the value
of the (secured) debt claim can be made independent of the project cash flow.
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t = 2, then analyze events att = 1, and finally examine the optimal design
of corporate governance att = 0. The analysis related tot = 2 proceeds in
two steps. We first focus on the valuation of the firm att = 2 prior to the
actual project choice but conditional on the firm’s capital structure decision.
This highlights the market valuation’s dependence on the degree of anticipated
agreement between management and outside investors. We then analyze the
link between the project choice and the market valuation of the firm. This re-
flects a Nash equilibrium in which the market (correctly) anticipates the firm’s
project choice and the firm uses the market valuation as an input in its project
choice decision. Our main finding is that equity issuance will be preceded by
high stock prices, even when the manager isnotattempting to time the market,
and that this decision is affected by mediating variables like the value of assets
in place.

2.1 Optimal state contingencies in the endogenous autonomy
probabilities

We consider the endogenous autonomy probabilitiesvis-à-vis equity,ηe and
ηe(d), and the autonomy probabilityvis-à-vis debt,ηd. Recall that the auton-
omy probabilities for each type of security are determinedex antebefore the
security is issued. To determine the optimal values of these intervention proba-
bilities, we fix the security being considered and derive the intervention proba-
bility for that security, permitting this probability to depend on (future)ex post
contractible events. We have the following result:

Theorem 1. The managerial autonomy probabilityvis-à-visequity that is de-
termined att = 0 will specify a dependence on the type of security issued by
the firm att = 1. Specifically,ηe (autonomyprobability when equity is issued)
will differ from ηe(d) (autonomyprobability when debt is issued). Regardless
of V AI P , the manager setsηe(d) = 1 andηe is independent of the realized value
of the assets inplace,V AI P . The managerial autonomy probabilityvis-à-vis
debt,ηd, specifies a dependenceon V AI P , with ηd = 1 if V AI P = F.

This theorem shows that it isex anteefficient for the manager to make
the specification of managerial autonomyvis-à-visshareholders dependent on
whether the firm issues equity or debt. That is, managerial autonomy is spec-
ified ex anteas afunctionof variables that will be observable in the future,
including the security that is issued. The intuition is as follows. Equity is-
suance brings in new shareholders, and the share of ownership that must be
surrendered to them will generally depend on managerial autonomy,ηe, so
the manager is forced to trade off the benefit he perceives from managerial
autonomy against the impact of this autonomy on the cost of new equity fi-
nancing. The manager does not face a similar trade-off with debt, as the cost
of debt financing is unaffected byηe(d). Moreover, asηe(d) refersto the sharing
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of control between the manager and the initial shareholders—two parties that
agree with each other—the manager setsηe(d) = 1, soηe andηe(d) differ.18

The theorem also states thatηe will be divorcedfrom V AI P . The intuition
behind this statement is as follows. The marginal impact of a change inηe

on the expected payoff, as assessed by either initial or new shareholders, is
independentof V AI P , as changes inηe only affect the perceived profitability of
the innovative project. Moreover, the fraction of ownership that must be sold to
new shareholders to raise $I depends on theexpected valueof the AI P rather
than on theactualrealization,V AI P . Thus, conditioningηe on V AI P serves no
purpose.

Finally, this theorem indicates thatηd dependson V AI P . Note thatwhen
V AI P = F , the bondholders are indifferent to the value of the innovative
project because the firm can repay bondholders in full regardless of the value
of the innovative project; hence,ηd = 1. However,if V AI P = 0, then bond-
holders care about the value of the innovative project, which will be reflected
in the price of debt, soηd neednot be 1. Hence,ηd dependson V AI P .

2.2 Valuation at t = 2
Suppose first that equity was issued att = 1. Let Vt

old representthe valuation
of the innovative project at datet by the initial shareholders andVt

n represent
the valuation by the new investors. The manager’s valuation is the same as
that of the initial investors. LetVt

m representthe valuation of the mundane
project (on which everyone agrees) at datet . Then, as the lemon project has a
negative NPV, and as the manager and all shareholders have identical prefer-
ences, the lemon will always be rejected. If the manager proposes the innova-
tive project, the new shareholders’ valuation of the firm att = 2 (just prior to
the project choice) will be

V2
n (y, ηe) =






∫
uf (u|y, ∧I) du + V AI P i f y ≥ R

∫
{ηeu + [1 − ηe] R} f (u|y, ∧I)du + V AI P i f y < R

. (1)

If the manager proposes the mundane project, shareholders will value the
firm at

V2
m = R + V AI P . (2)

Second,suppose debt was issued att = 1. The control that bondholders exer-
cise depends on therealizationV AI P ∈ {0, F}. If V AI P = F , then the manager
has all the control with respect to bondholders (Theorem1). Furthermore, we

18 If the maximum valueof V AI P weresuch that debt were not risk-free even with that value, then the value of the
innovative project will affect the value of debt. However,ηe(d) will still be set at 1, as the manager and initial
shareholders agree on project choice, so the allocation of control between them does not affect the bondholders’
payoff. However, if themaximumV AI P is too low, deviating to the lemon project might become attractive to
the manager, and the bondholders would setηd = 0 in response.
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conjecturethat ηd = 0 when V AI P = 0, and we verify this conjecture in
Section2.4. Withηd = 0, the bondholders exercise control and it is optimal
for them to enforce the choice of the mundane project.19 Note that being in
control doesnot change the nature of the bondholders’ claim—it is still a debt
claim on total cash flow—because they are only able to dictate project choice
rather than require that complete ownership of the firm be transferred to them.
Therefore, the control-transfer phenomenon here occurs within the context of
a covenant trigger that elevates the decision-intervention authority of bond-
holders, rather than in the context of an event such as bankruptcy. Hence, upon
gaining control, bondholders will seek to maximize the value of debt rather
than behave like shareholders.

2.3 Valuation at t = 1, conditional on the firm issuing equity att = 1
We first focus on the valuation of equity conditional on equity being issued
at t = 1. Recall that neither the manager nor shareholders prefer the lemon,
so the only choice is between the innovative and mundane projects. Moreover,
ηe was determined att = 0 andρ was realized att = 1. The manager takes
ηe asa given att = 1 and recognizes that 1− ηe is the probability that outside
shareholders will block the firm’s choice of the innovative project in case of
disagreement, i.e., whenx ≥ R andy < R, and the mundane project will be
chosen. Now, the outside shareholders’ valuation att = 1 with the innovative
project isV1

n (ρ, ηe), while with the mundane project it isV1
m:

V1
n (ρ, ηe) = pHρ + ηepL [1 − ρ] + [1 − ηe] pR [1 − ρ] + [1 − p]

× R + βF, and (3)

V1
m = V2

m = R + βF. (4)

Let g ≡ pH represent the (conditional) prior expected value of the innovative
project when the project is chosen.We refer tog as the “value of future growth
opportunities.”

The first term in (3) is the expected project payoff when there is agreement
that the innovative project is best. The second term is the payoff perceived by
outside shareholders when they believe the mundane project is better but the
manager invests in the innovative project. The third term is the payoff per-
ceived by outside shareholders when they believe the mundane project is bet-
ter but the manager believes the innovative project is better, and shareholders

19 To see this, note that for anyD, the value of debt att = 2 is ∫D
−∞ uf

(
u| y, ∧1

)
du +∫∞

D D f
(

u| y, ∧1
)

du < D
with the innovative project andD with the mundane project. It may be tempting to conclude that our results
would be unaffected by dispensing with the lemon project, as the bondholders will always preferex postto
choose the mundane project even in the absence of the lemon. This is not so, however, because in that case the
firm will prefer ex anteto not give bondholders control in any state, so theirex postproject preference becomes
irrelevant. The cost of debt financing will rise, but debt financing will still be available because the expected
value of the firm with the innovative project exceedsI.
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prevail. The fourth term is the payoff when the manager and outside share-
holders agree that the mundane project dominates, while the last term is the
expected value of the assets in place. Suppose a fractionα ∈ (0,1) of the firm
is sold to raise$I in equity for the investment. Then, in a competitive capital
market,

αV1
n (ρ, ηe) = I. (5)

We can now examine the relationship between the firm’s stock price and the
agreement parameter,ρ.

Lemma 1. Conditional on the firm issuing equity att = 1 to raise $I , the
firm’s market value is strictly increasing in the agreement parameter,ρ, for
any value of the autonomy probabilityηe. Moreover,∂α

/
∂ρ < 0.

This lemma is intuitive. Higher manager-investor agreement makes it more
likely that project choice will match outside investors’ wishes, so the investors
value the firm more highly and the cost of capital (α) declines.

Lemma 2. ∂α
/
∂ηe > 0 and ∂2α

/
∂η2

e > 0.

Lemma2 indicatesthat the cost of new equity financing is increasing and
convex in the managerial autonomy probability. This highlights the cost of
increasing the manager’s autonomy.

Thus far, we have focused on thenew investors’valuation att = 1. We
now valueexpected payoffsusing the manager’s valuation rule, which is also
the valuation rule for the old (initial) investors. Withα given by (5), the man-
ager maximizes the expected terminal (t = 3) wealth of the initial (t = 0)
shareholders:20

[1 − α] V1
old (ρ, ηe) , (6)

V1
old (ρ, ηe) = pHρ + ηepH [1 − ρ] + [1 − ηe]

×pR [1 − ρ] + [1 − p] R + βF,

and (7)

V1
m = R + βF. (8)

Lemma 3. ∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ρ > 0 for any value of the autonomy parameter

ηe.

20 The firm’s pre-security-issuance shareholder base att = 1 is the same as att = 0. Therefore, maximizing the
wealth of thet = 0 shareholders is the same as maximizing the wealth of thet = 1 pre-equity-issuance share-
holders.
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Lemma3 is merely Lemma1 restated for the manager’s valuation. The man-
ager’s valuation,V1

old , is increasing inρ because an increase inρ makes it less
likely that the manager will be blocked from investing in the innovative project
whenx = H . Furthermore, we assume

p [H − R] > A, (9)

where Ā ≡ max
ρ

{
I

[
V1

old (ρ,1)

V1
n (ρ,1)

− 1

]}
. We can understand (9) as follows. As

the manager chooses the mundane project over the innovative project when
x = L, the manager views the expected value of having the innovative project
with the option to reject aspH + [1 − p] R. The difference between this and
the value of the mundane project,R, is pH + [1 − p] R − R = p [H − R],
which should be sufficiently high, according to (9). This condition is sufficient
(although not necessary) for equity to be the optimal security over a non-empty
set of exogenous parameters.

2.4 Valuation at t = 1, conditional on the firm issuing debt
We see in Theorem1 thatwhenV AI P = F , the debt contract gives the manager
maximum autonomy (ηd = 1). We now establish thatwhenV AI P = 0 and the
variance of the lemon project,∧l , is high enough, the firm efficiently gives
bondholders all control (ηd = 0), and that, likeηe, ηe(d) is independentof
V AI P . We assume∧l em is sufficiently high that the shareholders prefer the
lemon over the innovative project even ifx = y = H :

∫ ∞

I
[u − I ] f (u |0,∧l em) du >

∫ ∞

I
[u − I ] f (u |H, ∧I ) du. (10)

Lemma 4. SupposeV AI P = 0. Then all control rests with the bondholders
(ηd = 0) if debt is issued.

The bondholders have all control because an asset-substitution moral hazard
is encountered when the value of theAI P is sufficiently low. Thus,when
V AI P = 0, debt provides the manager with no autonomy(ηd = 0), whereas
Theorem1 asserted thatηd = 1 when V AI P = F . Equity is more flexible
than debtwhenV AI P = 0 because the shareholders only have to worry about
potential disagreement with the manager about the innovative project, whereas
bondholders worry about that disagreement as well as the possibility of the
lemon being chosen even when everyone agrees that the innovative project is
a good investment. The cost of this moral hazard is borneex anteby the initial
shareholders, so the manager mitigates that cost by surrendering managerial
autonomywhenV AI P = 0.

We now determine the equity value att = 1 when the firm issues debt
andVAI P is stochastic. The debt repayment,D, equalsI because bondholders
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arenever exposed to risk given the optimal debt contract (see Theorem1 and
Lemma4). The value of the equity to the initial shareholders, as assessed by
the manager, is

V1
old(DI = 1| ρ) = βV

1
old(DI = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ)

+ [1 − β]V
1
old(DI = I

∣
∣V AI P = 0) = 0, (11)

where

V
1
old

(
DI = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)
= pHρ + pH [1 − ρ] + [1 − p] R + F − I

(12)
and

V
1
old

(
DI = I

∣
∣V AI P = 0

)
= R − I , (13)

wherewe have substitutedηe(d) = 1 in (12) in accordance with Theorem1.
The new shareholders’ valuation of the equity att = 1 (i.e., the stock

price), conditional on debt issuance, isV1
n

(
DI = I |ρ

)
, which is defined sim-

ilarly to V1
old

(
DI = I |ρ

)
in (11), with “old” replaced byn, andH replaced

by L in the second term on the right-hand side of (12). If we compare debt
and equity ((12) and (7)), we see that the allocation of control with debt is
“bang-bang”(ηd ∈ {0,1}), whereas it is smoother with equity(ηe ∈ [0,1]).21

Thesecontrol allocations can be understood as follows. With debt,when
V AI P = 0, the manager prefers the lemon and the bondholders prefer the mun-
dane project regardless ofx and y. Both preferences are inefficient, but the
bondholders’ project choice causes less dissipation of value, so bondholders
get complete control.When V AI P = F , the manager prefers the innovative
project if x = H , whereas bondholders are indifferent to the value of the
innovative project, so the manager perceives no cost in allocating all control
to himself.22 With equity, neither the manager nor the shareholders have any
ex postincentives to choose a non-value-maximizing project, so there is no
bang-bang control allocation, and disagreement induces a trade-off between
managerial control and the cost of capital.

21 The finding thatηd dependson the value of assets in place and not on the stock price is consistent with debt
covenants in practice, which are typically based on observable operating performance as reflected in accounting
ratios (e.g., Sufi 2006).

22 This is based on our assumption thatV̄AI P = F allows bondholders to be paid in full regardless of the inno-
vative project cash flows. Otherwise, bondholders would strictly prefer the mundane project even ifV̄AI P = F
becausetheir claim is concave in the firm’s payoff and the mundane project is safer. However, what happens if
bondholders anticipate being in control in the future when the firm is bankrupt, at which point they would take
possession of the innovative project? Would they then care about the innovative project payoff? The answer is
no. The reason is that there are only two possibilities:V̄AI P = F or V̄AI P = 0. If V̄AI P = F , the firm does not
go bankrupt, so the bondholders have no concerns about project cash flow. IfV̄AI P = 0 andthe bondholders
have control, they invest in the mundane project (which they strictly preferex anteto the innovative project),
so the bondholders do not get possession of the innovative project upon bankruptcy and they are once again
unconcerned about its value.
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2.5 The firm’s optimal security issuance decision att = 1
Security issuance att = 1 is examined using the results of Subsections2.3
and 2.4. Many of the subsequent results depend onηe being in a particular
range, even thoughηe is endogenous. This is unavoidable in a backward in-
duction analysis, asηe is determined att = 0 and we are examining events
at t = 1. However, we show in Section3.7 that ηe is increasing inμρ , the
mean ofρ. Thus, it is easy to interpret the ranges ofηe asthe ranges ofμρ (an
exogenous parameter).

Theorem 2. There exists a critical value of the probabilitythat V AI P = F ,
sayβ̂, such that forβ > β̂, the manager strictly prefers to finance the project
with debt. Forβ ≤ β̂, there exists a critical value of the autonomy probability
with equity financing,̂ηe (β), with ∂η̂e

/
∂β > 0, such that the manager prefers

to issue equity regardless of the value of the agreement parameter,ρ, as long
as the manager finds it optimal to chooseηe > η̂e (β) at t = 0. For eachηe ≤
η̂e (β), there exists a critical value of the agreement parameter,ρ̂(ηe, β) ∈
(0,1), such that the manager will find it optimal to finance the project with (a)
an equity issue if the actual agreement parameter,ρ, exceedŝρ; and (b) a debt
issue ifρ ≤ ρ̂.

The first part of the theorem highlights the fact that debt is preferredwhen
V AI P is sufficiently likely to be high. Debt then offers an autonomy advantage
over equity. That is, withηd = 1, bondholders do not constrain the manager
at all. With equity financing, the manager’s choice ofηe reflectsits impact on
the cost of incremental financing. If this causes the manager to chooseηe < 1,
thenequity financing constrains the manager more than debt financing and he
will prefer debt. Ifηe = 1, then managerial autonomy is identical for both debt
and equity financing. Thus, the manager either weakly or strictly prefers debt
whenβ > β̂.

Whenβ ≤ β̂, there is a sufficiently high likelihoodthat V AI P = 0 and
ηd = 0. This will yield the manager higher expected autonomy with equity
regardless ofρ as long asηe is sufficiently high. For example, ifηe = 1, the
manager prefers equity because, in the disagreement state, he can invest in the
innovative project with a probability of 1 if he issues equity, and with either a
probability of 1(if V AI P = F) or a probability of 0(if V AI P = 0) if he issues
debt. By continuity, this argument holds for sufficiently highηe even if ηe < 1.

However, as the optimalηe declines,equity provides less autonomy and
hence its attractiveness to the manager declines, so that at a low enoughηe, ρ
makes a difference in terms of the attractiveness of equity relative to debt. Ifηe

is held fixed at some value in this range, the attractiveness of equity declines as
ρ declines because the lower theρ, the less likely it is that the manager will be
able to invest in the innovative project when he prefers it(x ≥ R). As the man-
ager now anticipates investing in the mundane project with equity financing, he
prefers debt in order to take advantage of the higher autonomyvis-à-vis initial
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Figure 2
Relationship of security issuance to the value of assets in place and stock price

shareholdersηe(d) = 1. Thus, debt is preferred to equity for lower values of
ρ because theeffectivemanagerial autonomy with debt, given the combined
effect ofηd andηe(d), exceeds the effective managerial autonomy with equity,
givenηe. At higher values ofρ, equity is preferred because it offers more au-
tonomy than the effective managerial autonomy with debt given the combined
effect ofηd andηe(d) (see Figure2). It is useful to think of Theorem2 as char-
acterizing what occursalong the path of play, i.e., for optimal allocations of
control, because the proof relies onηd taking its equilibrium value.

Corollary 1. Assumeβ < β̂, η̂e(β) < 1 and that the optimally chosen au-
tonomy probabilityηe < η̂e (β). Then there is a Nash equilibrium in which
the firm issues equity when its pre-issuance stock price is relatively high and
issues debt when its pre-issuance stock price is relatively low.23

This result follows from combining Lemma1 and Theorem2. Lemma1
says that if we assume that the firm will issue equity, then its pre-issuance
stock price is increasing inρ, and Theorem2 states that the firm prefers equity
financing ifρ is high enough. For relatively highρ, the firm will prefer equity,
the market will correctly anticipate this preference, and the stock price will

23 This corollary exploits the one-to-one correspondence between the stock price andρ. This means the manager
can inferρ from the stock price even if he does not directly observeρ. We used that specification in an earlier
version of the article and derived results that were essentially the same as in this version.
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behigh (reflecting a highρ), which will lead the firm to issue equity, thereby
confirming the market’s conjecture. For relatively lowρ, the firm prefers debt,
which the market correctly anticipates. The market then sets a pre-issuance
stock price that reflects the probabilities of the innovative or mundane projects
being chosen. In a Nash equilibrium, the firm’s actual security issuance deci-
sion should mirror the market’s conjecture. However, although the agreement
parameter is irrelevant conditional on the mundane project being chosen, the
pre-issuance stock price also reflects the probability of the innovative project
being chosen, and this is increasing inρ when debt issuance is (correctly)
anticipated.

This result, which is consistent with the results inLucas and McDonald
(1990), provides a theoretical explanation forBaker and Wurgler’s (2002) em-
pirical finding that firms issue equity at high stock prices. This explanation is
an alternative to market timing. Our result arises from the manager’s inference
that investors are more likely to agree with his future decisions and, hence,
equity provides greater managerial autonomy when stock prices are high. In
Section2.7, we endogenously derive the optimalηe. For now, we assume
ηe ∈ (0,1).

In the next corollary, we summarize how the stringency of corporate
governance affects the dependence of the equity issuance decision on the stock
price. In other words, we turn to our base model and linkρ̂ to ηe.

Corollary 2. Supposeβ < β̂ andηe < η̂e (β). Then the critical agreement
parameter,̂ρ, such that equity is preferred wheneverρ > ρ̂ and debt whenever
ρ ≤ ρ̂, is decreasing in the optimally chosen autonomy probabilityηe if ηe is
relatively low and increasing inηe if ηe is relatively high.

The optimally chosenηe set at t = 0 balances the manager’s benefit of
choosing the innovative project when investors object to the adverse impact
of autonomy on the cost of capital. This balance is struck on the basis of the
expected valueof ρ. It is the realizedρ at t = 1, however, that determines
whether the manager issues equity or debt. This corollary indicates that among
the firms that chose highηe’s, the cutoffρ̂ is higher for higher-ηe firms, and
among firms that chose lowηe’s, the cutoffρ̂ is lower for higher-ηe firms.This
is because the cost of capital,α, is increasing and convex inηe (Lemma2),
while the benefit of autonomy that the manager perceives is linear inηe.

To see this, consider two firms with differentηe’s, sayη2
e > η1

e, and letρ̂i be
thecutoff for firm i . At ρ̂1, firm 1 with equity-linked autonomyη1

e is indifferent
to equity or debt. Firm 2, with its higher autonomy,η2

e, will have a higher cost
of capital atρ = ρ̂1 thanfirm 1. Given the convex nature of this cost, this
higher cost will overwhelm the linearly increasing benefit of higher managerial
autonomy for sufficiently highηe. Thus, atρ = ρ̂1, firm 2’s manager strictly
prefers debt and this manager’s cutoff isρ̂2 > ρ̂1. In contrast, among the
low-ηe group,the increase in the cost of capital as one moves fromη1

e to η2
e
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holdingρ = ρ̂1 fixed is smaller. Hence, the disadvantage of the higher cost is
more than offset by the benefit of higher managerial autonomy, so the manager
with η2

e strictly prefers equity atρ = ρ̂1 if the manager withη1
e is indifferent at

thatρ. Therefore, within the cross-section of the low-ηe group,ρ̂ declinesas
ηe increases.Note thatηe is endogenously determined att = 0. As Corollary5
establishes,ηe is increasing inμρ , the mean ofρ, so the implication is that
equity is more likely to be issued whenρ is expectedto be high. It is natural
to then ask how the expected value of the innovative project affects the pre-
issuance stock price.

Corollary 3. For a given autonomy probability,ηe, and values of agreement,
ρ, such that equity issuance is optimal att = 2, the pre-equity-issuance stock
price is increasing in the value of future growth opportunities.

This corollary follows because an increase in the value of growth opportuni-
ties means that the innovative project is more valuable. Therefore, conditional
on that project choice, the value of the firm is higher asg increases.

2.6 Additional results about conditions under which debt or equity
will be issued att = 1

We continue to assumeβ < β̂, so equity is not unequivocally dominated by
debt. At t = 1, the realized value of the agreement parameter,ρ, is observed
by the market. We now examine the inference problem of an econometrician
who can observe the market price att = 1 just prior to the firm’s security
issuance but who cannot directly observeρ. The price will, of course, reflect
the realizedρ. Just prior to the issuance of securities to raise$I, the firm will
trade at the following price:

Ṽ1
n (ρ, ηe) =

{
[1 − α] V1

n (ρ, ηe) I (ρ)
( ρ̂(ηe),1] +

{
V1

n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)}
I (ρ)
[0,ρ̂,(ηe)]

}

× I (η)
[0,̂ηe] + [1 − α] V1

n (ρ, ηe) I (η)
[η̂e,1], (14)

wherethe indicator function I(a)
A over the set ofA is I(a)

A = 1 if a ∈ A

and I(a)
A = 0 if a /∈ A , andV1

n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
is the new shareholders’ val-

uation att = 1, conditional on the firm issuing debt. Thus, att = 1, if the
autonomy probability ofηe is below the cutoff of̂ηe (seeTheorem2), the
firm’s security issuance depends onρ. If ρ < ρ̂(ηe), whereρ̂(ηe) is a cutoff
value, the firm will be expected to issue debt and its pre-issuance stock price is
V1

n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
. If ρ ≥ ρ̂(ηe), the firm issues equity and its pre-issuance stock

price is [1 − α] V1
n (ρ, ηe), whereV1

n (ρ, ηe) is given by (3) andα is given
by (5). If ηe ≥ η̂e, the firm issues equity regardless ofρ. This gives rise to
Theorem3.
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Theorem 3. Assumeβ < β̂ and hold fixed a commonly known stringency
of corporate governance such that firms may issue either debt or equity, i.e.,
ηe < η̂e. Equity issuance will be preceded by high stock prices in the sense that
the probability of equity issuance att = 1, as assessed by an econometrician
who isa priori unaware of the agreement parameterρ, is strictly increasing in
the level of the pre-issuance stock price att = 1.24

The intuition is clear from an examination of (14). Forηe < η̂e, a higher
ρ increases the stock price att = 1, Ṽ1

n (ρ, ηe), as V1
n (ρ, ηe) is increasing

in ρ andα is decreasing inρ. Furthermore, the value of the firm with debt
financing,V1

n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
, rises more slowly withρ than V1

n (ρ, ηe) does.
That is, ∂V1

n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)/
∂ρ < ∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ρ. Thus, forρ < ρ̂(ηe), an

increase inρ increases the stock price but the stock price increase att = 1
does not affect the probability of an equity issue att = 1 because the firm is
financing with debt. Forρ > ρ̂(ηe), the stock price att = 1 is increasing inρ
and the probability of an equity issue is 1. Hence, the probability of an equity
issue att = 1 is not decreasing in the stock price att = 1. This implies that
equity issuances will beprecededby periods of high (and increasing) stock
prices. This result is obtained even though the manager is not attempting to
“time” the market, and it has an immediate implication for the predicted link
between growth opportunities and security issuance (Corollary4).

Corollary 4. Suppose we hold fixed a commonly known stringency of corpo-
rate governance such that firms may choose either debt or equity (i.e.,ηe < η̂e).
Assumethatβ is sufficiently low and that there is a distribution of firms with
agreement parametersρ ∈ (0, 1). Then the number of firms seeking equity
financing is increasing in the value of future growth opportunities (g).

The intuition is that an increase ing (≡ pH) means that the innovative
project becomes more valuable relative to the mundane project. For anyρ,
therefore, equity becomes more attractive relative to debt. Thus, the cutoffρ̂
above whichρ must lie for the firm to prefer equity declines asg increases and
more firms opt for equity.

2.7 Determination of optimal managerial autonomy with equity
financing at t = 0

If β < β̂ is assumed, the manager chooses the optimal managerial autonomy
probability,ηe, at t = 0 to maximize the expected terminal (t = 3) wealth of
initial shareholders:

24 An econometrician may be aware of the structure of the model but unaware of all the values of the parameters
in the model, as these may not be obvious from the data, and may have to be estimated or inferred.
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V0
old

(
μρ, ηe |ηe < η̂e

)
=
∫ 1

ρ̂(ηe)
[1 − α(ρ̂, ηe)]V

1
old(ρ̂, ηe)Φ(dρ|μρ)

+
∫ ρ̂(ηe)

0
V1

old(D1 = I |ρ̂)Φ(dρ|μρ) (15a)
and

V0
old

(
μρ, ηe |ηe ≥ η̂e

)
=
∫

[1 − α (ρ̃, ηe)] V1
old (ρ̃, ηe)Φ

(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)
,

(15b)

whereμρ is the mean ofρ, V1
old(ρ̂, ηe) is given by (7) withρ replaced by

the randomρ̂, andV1
old(D1 = I |ρ̂) is given by (11) withρ replaced by the

random. The optimalηe, call it η∗
e, is now obtained asη∗

e ∈ arg maxηe ∈ [0,1]{
V0

old

(
μρ, ηe

)}
. This leads to Theorem4.

Theorem 4. There exists a unique optimum,η∗
e, at t = 0 with respect to the

autonomy parameter,ηe, if η∗
e > η̂e. For η∗

e ≤ η̂e, multiple optima may exist
but all must satisfy the first-order condition∂V0

old

/
∂ηe = 0.

Theintuition for this theorem is as follows. In settingη∗
e, themanager trades

off two opposing forces: an increase inηe enhancesthe manager’s expectation
of the initial shareholders’ terminal wealth, but it also increasesα (Lemma2)
and, hence, the cost of new equity, which dilutes the initial shareholders’ claim.
As the manager’s perceived benefit from a higherηe is linear inηe, whereas
the cost is convex inηe (Lemma2), the manager’s objective function becomes
concave inηe andproduces a unique optimum forη∗

e > η̂e. The impact of
η∗

eon the cutoffρ̂ can produce multiple optima forη∗
e < η̂e, in which case any

η∗
e ∈ (0,1) canbe chosen.

Corollary 5. The optimal autonomy probability,η∗
e, is strictly increasing in

μρ , the mean of the agreement parameter,ρ, i.e.,dη∗
e

/
dμρ > 0.

The intuition is that whenρ is higher, the marginal cost of autonomy is
lower and the manager optimally retains greater autonomy. One implication
of this corollary is when new technologies are emerging but have not been
widely adopted, so that the potential for manager-investor disagreement is
high, equity-linked corporate governance will be stringent, and shareholders
will exercise substantial control. According to Theorem2, the manager may
prefer debt, provided there are valuable assets in place. However, emergent
technologies may create new growth opportunities that require larger amounts
of financing relative to the size of the assets in place, which would render assets
in place less effective in attenuating the debt-related asset substitution moral
hazard. As we show in Section3, this may create an impetus for a manager to
pile up cash within the firm.
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3. Extensions and Implications for Capital Structure

In this section, we first examine the role of cash in the model and discuss the
implications of our analysis for the firm’s capital structure decision. We then
examine the implications of assuming that the beliefs of initial investors are
aligned with those of the new investors and that the manager cannot directly
observeρ but only infers it noisily from the stock price. Next, we examine
why initial shareholders do not just sell the whole firm to new investors when
they disagree. We end with a discussion of the roles played by the key fea-
tures of the model in determining how control is optimally allocated. Again,
we focus on the case in whichβ < β̂, so that either equity or debt may be
preferred.

3.1 Cash, managerial autonomy, and dynamic pecking order
considerations

Thus far, we have limited the firm’s financing choices to outside equity and
debt. We now add internally generated cash to the mix. Our interest is in exam-
ining how cash may affect managerial autonomy and, in turn, the managers’
incentives to accumulate cash. This analysis not only allows us to generate
new predictions but also sheds new light on a growing stream of empirical
literature on the value of corporate cash holdings (e.g., Almeida, Campello,
and Weisbach 2004; Faulkender and Wang 2006). In this regard, the following
corollary is useful.

Corollary 6. If internal cash can be used by the manager to reduce the amount
of external financing needed for the project, then the manager’s optimal auton-
omy probability with equity financing,ηe, is higher.

The intuition is that a reduction in the amount of the investment,I , that
must be externally financed also reducesα, the ownership stake sold to outside
shareholders. This reduces the marginal cost that the manager perceives in in-
creasing managerial autonomyvis-à-vis shareholders. The finding that cash
affects managerial autonomy with respect to equity provides another perspec-
tive on the notion that cash is not “negative debt” (seeAcharya, Almeida, and
Campello 2007). It also gives rise to numerous predictions, which we discuss
in Section5.

3.2 Implications for the firm’s capital structure
Our analysis has considered an all-equity firm where the capital structure
changesdue to subsequent equity issues. What does this imply about the over-
all optimal capital structure of the firm given the importance of distinguishing
between security issuance and capital structure decisions (e.g.,Welch 2011)?
Our analysis has two clear implications. First, in contrast to “trade-off theories”
that rely on bankruptcy costs and taxes, the firm does not have a target capital
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structure.Rather, its capital structure at any point in time reflects the aggre-
gate effect of previous security issuances, where each issuance is determined
by manager-investor agreement and the other mediating variables in our analy-
sis.25 This is broadly consistent with the empirical evidence provided byBaker
and Wurgler(2002) that capital structure is primarily determined by strate-
gically timed security issuances rather than trade-offs between the costs and
benefits of leverage.

Second, our analysis implies that the capital structurewill appear to move
further away from that target as it responds to stock price signalsrather than
adjust back to a static target. When a firm with an innovative project has low-
value assets in place, an increase in its stock price signals higher agreement and
produces two effects: an “auto-pilot” decline in its leverage ratio (Welch 2004)
and an enhanced, autonomy-driven preference for equity. The first effect is
mechanical and exists even if no new security is issued—the firm’s stock price
rises, but the firm does nothing proactively to adjust its leverage ratio, which
declines. The second effect, which arises from the firm issuing equity,rein-
forcesthe first. The firm chooses to issue equity because the higher agreement
makes an overall capital structure with a higher proportion of equity optimal.
Similarly, a decrease in the firm’s stock price produces two reinforcing effects:
an “auto-pilot” increase in its leverage ratio and an enhanced desire to issue
debt.

The overall implication of this finding for optimal capital structure is clear.
Whenever agreement is low, the firm prefers debt to equity and its capital
structure favors higher leverage, regardless of whether it issues new securities.
Whenever agreement is high, the firm prefers equity and its capital structure
tends to move toward lower leverage.

3.3 Beliefs of initial shareholders aligned with beliefs of new investors
We have assumed that the manager designs the corporate charter to maximize
the initial shareholders’ wealth, and that the beliefs of the initial sharehold-
ers and the manager coincide. What if the initial shareholders and the new
investors have the same beliefs, and these diverge from the manager’s?26

25 Becauseour analysis ignores bankruptcy costs and taxes (as in, e.g.,Jensen and Meckling 1976), we donot
claim to have accounted for all the factors that may impinge on capital structure (see, for example,Acharya,
Sundaram, and John 2011for an analysis of how the bankruptcy code affects capital structure). Our goal is to
show that even if we limit our attention to disagreement, an optimal capital structure can arise in a manner that
addresses important empirical anomalies related to trade-off theories.

26 An interesting issue that arises when the manager may disagree with the initial shareholders is that of the prefer-
ence for security issuance of the managervis-à-vis initial shareholders. Suppose the manager’s autonomy with
respect to the shareholders is kept atηe, as in our present analysis, and the value of the assets in place is low.
If we compare (3) and (7), it is easy to show thatV1

old (ρ, ηe) > V1
n (ρ, ηe) ∀ρ ∈ [0, 1) . This means that the

cutoff agreement parameter,ρ̂n, beyond which the shareholders prefer equity issuance is higher than the cor-
responding cutoff̂ρold chosenby the manager; i.e., whenρε(ρ̂old , ρ̂n), management wants to issue equity but
shareholders prefer debt. The intuition is that autonomy is valued positively by management and negatively by
shareholders, so the latter value equity (with its greater autonomy) less than the former. Thus, for intermediate
values of the stock price (those corresponding toρε(ρ̂old , ρ̂n), a precommitment by the manager to issue debt
will increase the firm’s stock price at botht = 0 and t = 1.While such a precommitment would leave our
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We have examined this case and verified that all of our major results hold if
we assume that it is the manager who sets the autonomy probabilities. How-
ever, if the initial shareholders determine these probabilities, then it is appar-
ent that they will see no benefit in giving the manager any autonomy with
equity. Managerial autonomy increases the firm’s cost of capital and dilutes
the ownership of the initial shareholders but generates no benefits for the ini-
tial shareholders if their beliefs coincide with those of new investors. Thus,
ηe = ηe(d) = 0. It is also clear thatηd will be unaffected, so that it will be set
at 0if V AI P = 0 and at 1if V AI P = F .

Themain finding that equity will be issued when the stock price is high and
that debt will be issued otherwise, as well as the finding that theAI P’s value
has an effect on the security issuance decision, remains unaffected. As the
agreement parameter associated with a high stock price is high, the manager
will view equity as providing greatereffective autonomythan debt as long as
the value of theAI P is not high, even ifηe = 0.27

3.4 Noise in the manager’s inference of agreement based on the stock
price

In our model, everyone observesρ when it is realized. What if the manager
cannot directly observeρ but merely infers it from the date-1 stock price,
V1

n (ρ, ηe), given in (3)? In practice, this inference is likely to be noisy given
the possibility of random shocks toV1

n from noise trading or other factors. In
this case, we may express the date-1 stock price asV1

n (ρ, ηe, ∈̃), where∈̃ is
a mean-zero random noise term. The manager does not observe the realiza-
tion of ∈̃. Now, V1

n (ρ, ηe, ∈̃) will merely be anoisy, yet informative, signal
aboutρ for the manager, which leaves room for the manager to acquire ad-
ditional informative signals aboutρ from sources like direct communications
with analysts or analysts’ earnings forecasts. Given∈̃ and such additional sig-
nals, and using logic similar to that in Corollary1, the prediction would be that
for β < β̂ andηe < η̂e(β), higher inferred values ofρ imply a higher likeli-
hood of equity issuanceregardless of the stock price. This provides a key way
of empirically distinguishing our theory from market timing, as we show that
even among firms with high stock prices, those with higher levels of agreement
are more likely to issue equity.

3.5 Selling the whole firm to new investors
In our model, initial shareholders seek external financing because they are
wealth-constrained. Financing is raised before the project-quality signal is

analysisqualitatively unchanged—only the range of values ofρ for which equity is issued would decline to
(ρ̂n, 1)—it would create a role for debt as an “autonomy-limiting” instrument for stock prices below a threshold.
Debt can thus serve as a form of “investor protection” that is distinct from the usual protection from self-serving
managerial expropriation (e.g.,Shleifer and Wolfenzon 2002).

27 We have also assumed that new investors are a monolithic block in terms of their beliefs. In Section 4.7, we
discuss the implications of relaxing this assumption.
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observed. After raising financing, the manager observes this signal and then
proposes a project for investor approval. Therefore, there are three relevant
possibilities; (i) both old and new shareholders agree that the innovative project
is the best choice; (ii) old shareholders believe the innovative project is the best
choice but new investors do not; and (iii) old shareholders believe the innova-
tive project is not a good choice but new investors believe it is. In our base
model, we consider only the first two cases. The third possibility was not rel-
evant to our base model, as the manager—who is always aligned with the old
shareholders—will simply refuse to propose a project that the old shareholders
do not like. However, the third possibility may become relevant in a different
setting. Specifically, if financing is raised after the project-quality signal is ob-
served by both the manager and the new investors, then there would be noa
priori justification for excluding case (iii). Either the entire innovative project
or the entire firm can be sold to new investors in this case. Therefore, in this
section, we allow for this possibility and examine the ramifications of raising
financing after the signal.

As the autonomy probabilities in our model represent non-renegotiable pre-
commitments, we have to reconsider the structure of the model in order to
incorporate post-signal financing. We modify the structure in three ways. First,
we viewηe, ηd, andηe(d) asthe autonomy probabilities that apply only when
the old shareholders still have ownership in the firm. These control-sharing
rules are invalidated if 100% of the ownership is transferred to the new share-
holders. Second, we maintain our assumption that the manager is indispen-
sible for producing project cash flows but we relax it a bit by assuming that
this indispensability applies only to the innovative project, which requires the
manager’s firm-specific expertise, so that without him the project cash flow
is zero.28 In other words, a replacement manager can be found to run the
mundane project without a loss of value. Third, the manager makes an effort
choice,e ∈ {0,1}, that affects the expected value of the innovative project,
and this effort cannot be contracted upon directly. The expected values are
now expressed aŝx and ŷ with x̂ ≡ ex and ŷ = ey. So, conditional on a
signal x = H, the expected value of the innovative project to the manager
and old shareholders isH if e = 1 and 0 otherwise, and conditional on a
signal y = H, the expected value of the innovative project to the new share-
holders isH if e = 1 and 0 otherwise. Similarly, conditional onx = L or
y = L , x̂ = L if e = 1 and 0 otherwise, and̂y = L if e = 1 and 0 otherwise.
The manager derives a non-pecuniary private benefit,b (m, x), from managing
the innovative project. Assumeb (m, H) ≡ b (m) > 0 andb (m, L) ≡ 0. The
manager also experiences a non-pecuniary private cost from running the inno-
vative project,c (m, e), which depends on his effort, withc (m, 1) ≡ c (m) > 0
andc (m, 0) ≡ 0. This cost of running the innovative project is incurred with

28 We could equivalently continue with our assumption that the manager is indispensible for both the mundane and
innovative projects.
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e = 1 regardless of whetherx = H or x = L . Assume that the incentive com-
patibility condition holds for all firms:{ρ + ηe [1 − ρ]} b (m) > c (m), i.e.,
the expected private benefit to the manager of the innovative project exceeds
the private cost. This effort choice formalizes the idea that managers will not
undertake projects they consider to be bad.

In all cases, we consider the region of parameter values in which the firm
may issue either equity or debt as opposed to a reliance on only one form
of financing, i.e.,β < β̂ andηe < η̂e(β). First, consider case (i) in which
both the old and the new shareholders like the innovative project. Qualitatively,
nothing changes relative to our main analysis—the firm will choose to finance
the innovative project with equity. The cost of raising equity will be relatively
low because new shareholders agree with the manager and old shareholders
about project choice.

In case (ii), the old shareholders believe the innovative project is good but
the new shareholders do not. Financing is still possible because the mundane
project has positive NPV. To see this, note that the firm could either finance
the project with debt and guarantee the selection of the mundane project, or set
the managerial autonomy parameter with equity low enough to ensure that the
new shareholders—who prefer the mundane project—will have project-choice
control with a high-enough probability to ensure their participation. In fact, as
long as managerial autonomy with equity is below an upper bound, sayηU ,
whereηU satisfiesηU L + [1 − ηU ]R + βF = I , new shareholders will be
willing to provide the necessary financing, i.e., the total expected value of the
firm after the investment exceeds the funds needed (I ).29 However, relative to
the main analysis, this corresponds to a case in which the agreement parame-
ter is zero, as funding is occurring after the project signal has been observed.
We know from the earlier analysis that outside equity is very expensive, in this
case, although this does not necessarily rule out equity. There are, in fact, two
possibilities if the firm simply raises financing for the two projects as in our
base model: (a) the firm prefers to issue debt; or (b) the firm prefers to issue
equity. For (a), we know that the firm would invest in the mundane project.
Thus, there is no reason for the old shareholders to sell the entire firm to the
new investors, as the latter would choose the same mundane project (because
case (ii) assumes that the new investors dislike the innovative project). For
(b), the old shareholders would want to invest in the innovative project. The
price at which they would be willing to sell their shares in the firm will reflect
the value of that project. However, the new shareholders prefer the mundane
project and hence will only be willing to pay a lower price. Therefore, as in
the renegotiation-proofness analysis ofBoot, Gopalan, and Thakor(2006),
trade willnot occur.

Finally, consider case (iii), in which the old shareholders believe that the
innovative project should be rejected but new investors think it is good. Would

29 RecallthatL < I < R, soηU < 1 if L + βF < I .
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theold shareholders wish to sell the whole firm to the new shareholders so that
they can invest in the innovative project? In this case, the new shareholders
will recognize that they will have to retain the incumbent manager to extract
value from the innovative project. The problem is that the state in which the
new shareholders are making the offer to purchase the entire firm is precisely
the state in which the manager believesx = L . As b (m, L) = 0, it will be
impossible for the new shareholders to ensure that theexpectedprivate benefit
to the manager from running the innovative project exceeds the private cost.
Thus, if the new shareholders hire the manager to run the innovative project
after they acquire 100% ownership, the manager will choosee = 0. For this
reason, the new shareholders are better off investing in the mundane project.
Therefore, the new shareholders would not find it beneficial to acquire the
whole firm, as the mundane project would have been chosen even if the old
shareholders retained their ownership. Therefore, issuing debt to finance the
project is optimal for the firm.

To summarize, including the possibility of trading after the project-choice
signal is observed provides two primary insights. First, if new investors are
less bullish than old shareholders about the firm’s prospects, they will not buy
the entire firm from the old shareholders if the firm would have issued debt
to finance the project in the absence of a buyout offer. Furthermore, the new
shareholders are unlikely to be willing to pay a price that enables trade if the
firm issues equity in the absence of a buyout offer. Second, if new investors
are more bullish than the old shareholders and the manager about the firm’s
prospects, old shareholders will generally not find it optimal to sell the entire
firm to new investors as long as the manager possesses unique human capital
that is needed to manage the innovative project.

3.6 Disagreement, investment distortions, and control allocations
Our model has numerous features that interact to generate our results. In this
section, we clarify the roles played by these features. We use the term “in-
vestment distortion” to represent a situation in which either the manager or
investors would find it privately optimalex postto choose a project that both
the investors and the manager agree does not maximize total firm value. This
should be distinguished from a situation in which an agent prefers a project
that the agentbelievesis value-maximizing even though others disagree.

Theorem 5. The renegotiation-proofex anteallocation of control has the
following properties:

(1) If neither the manager nor the new investors have any investment
distortion incentives and if there is no possibility of disagreement be-
tween them, then the manager is indifferent between debt and equity,
the various autonomy probabilities are irrelevant, and all control can be
given to the manager.
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(2) If there is no possibility of disagreement but either the manager or the
new investors may have an investment distortion incentive, then all con-
trol is allocatedex anteto the party that does not have an investment
distortion incentive.

(3) If there is possible disagreement (ρ < 1) but neither the manager nor
the new investors have any investment distortion incentive, then debt is
strictly preferred to equity.

(4) If there is possible disagreement, and both the manager and the new in-
vestors have investment distortion incentives, then all control should be
allocatedex antein a particular state to the party that both the manager
and the new investors agree would choose the higher-valued project in
that state. In states in which the manager and the new investors disagree
over which project choice is value maximizing, the allocation of control
should be joint (probabilistic).

This theorem highlights the implications of various assumptions. Without in-
vestment distortions or disagreement, we not only get the classic irrelevance
result that debt is no different from equity but we also find that the alloca-
tion of control between the manager and new investors is irrelevant. Invest-
ment distortions arise from the availability of the lemon project and the option
of rejecting the innovative project in favor of a riskless (an NPV of at least
zero) option like the mundane project or no investment at all. The riskless op-
tion tempts bondholders to eschew the (higher-valued) innovative project even
wheny = H , and the lemon project tempts the manager to eschew the innova-
tive project even whenx = H . If we permit disagreement but eliminate invest-
ment distortions, then the manager strictly prefers debt to equity even if debt
is risky. This is because the bondholders’ expected payoff is less sensitive to
disagreement than the shareholders’ expected payoff. The lemon project thus
opens the door for equity preference with disagreement. The lemon project also
makes bondholder controlex anteefficient in one or more states, and the risk-
less option makes managerial controlex anteefficient in some other states. Dis-
agreement itself makes the allocation of control between the manager and new
shareholders matter.

3.7 Is disagreement a first-order effect?
Given the long tradition of agency and asymmetric information approaches in
theories of security issuance and capital structure, one might wonder whether
disagreement’s impact on these corporate policies is a first-order effect. There
are two ways to address this concern. First, the motivation for building alter-
native theories of security issuance and capital structure is primarily empirical.
As discussed in the introduction, recent empirical work has uncovered stylized
facts that seem inconsistent with the predictions of asymmetric-information
and agency models, which suggests the need for a fresh look. Second, we do
not view disagreement as an alternative to asymmetric information and agency
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but rather as a complement. Disagreement is yet another factor that affects
security issuance and capital structure, so it is appropriate to assess itsincre-
mentalcontribution to the explanation of these practices, in addition to the
effects of asymmetric information and agency. Thus, the magnitude of this in-
cremental contribution is perhaps best evaluated empirically. As an initial as-
sessment,Dittmar and Thakor’s (2007) paper shows that although market tim-
ing and asymmetric information are significant in explaining equity and debt
issuances, disagreement has statistically significant incremental explanatory
power. As predicted by our model, firms with high agreement issue equity to
finance projects, and firms with low agreement use debt, even after controlling
for asymmetric information. However, our article goes beyondDittmar and
Thakor(2007) to provide a host ofadditionalpredictions that can be tested.

In addition to the empirical evidence, the intuition that disagreement holds
first-order importance in the determination of capital structure is based on two
observations. First, an important responsibility of most CEOs is to find and
invest in positive-NPV projects. CEOs recognize that investors will not always
agree with them that a particular project has a positive NPV. Second, the CEO’s
ability to overcome investor objections and invest in the project depends on
the firm’s capital structure—a more highly levered firm has fewer “unencum-
bered” assets in place against which to borrow in order to avoid issuing costly
equity when manager-investor agreement is low. If this is the starting point, the
manager will prefer to finance the project using equity when manager-investor
agreement is high and investors are more likely to endorse the project choice,
and using debt when agreement is low, as the pricing of debt is less sensitive to
agreement than the pricing of equity. Security issuance decisions then respond
dynamically to shocks to agreement and determine how the capital structure
evolves over time.

The beer manufacturer Carlsberg serves as an example. The company re-
cently lowered its debt by $1.6 billion to create “more flexibility to invest.”
Investors suspected that the company might use this perceived “flexibility”
to make acquisitions. They disagreed with the idea that this debt reduction
provided the company with enough flexibility to pursuevalue-enhancingac-
quisitions and expressed their concern that, in their view, acquisitions were
not a good idea for the company. “Carlsberg has limited flexibility in its bal-
ance sheet for further acquisitions . . . ,” stated an analyst with Barclays Capital
(Bloomberg 2010). Ostensibly in response to this investor disagreement over
future acquisitions, Carlsberg recently announced that it would forgo any ac-
quisition plans and instead pursue organic expansion in Asia and Russia. Its
stock price responded by climbing 13% during 2010, outstripping the share
price appreciation seen for other beer manufacturers (Bloomberg 2010).

Finally, our analysis views new shareholders as a monolithic block in which
each investor agrees with management to the same extent. This may be
interpreted literally or as a situation in which there is a large or prominent
shareholder with a particular agreement parameter with management and other
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small shareholders who follow that shareholder’s lead in deciding whether to
endorse managerial decisions. A more complicated situation arises when new
shareholders have different agreement parameters. In this case, the equilib-
rium allocation of shareholders to firms should display a “clientele effect,” as
the shareholders most likely to agree with the manager will value the firm the
highest and will be long in the stock (seeBoot, Gopalan, and Thakor 2008).
This sorting will serve as an efficient market mechanism for matching investors
to managers and minimizing disagreement. However, as long as the highest-
agreement investors haveρ < 1 with the manager, disagreement will still shape
governance, capital structures, and project choices (seeThakor 2010). More
interestingly, if endowment constraints lead to investors in different belief clus-
ters owning the firm’s shares, then the effective agreement parameter that
determines the stock price will be theρ of themarginalinvestor. Inframarginal
investors will have higherρ’s, so the manager may prefer to use cash to buy
out the marginal investors through a stock repurchase, thereby increasing the
level of agreement with the shareholders and elevating his autonomy.

4. Summary of Empirical Implications

In this section, we discuss the numerous empirical implications of our analysis.
While the last two predictions are common to other theories, the remaining em-
pirical implications are either entirely new or have aspects that are new. They
may, therefore, be used to differentiate our theory from others and, potentially,
to reject the model.

1. A firm’s capital structure is inherently dynamic and dependent on its stock
price and the value of assets in place. Firms will issue equity when the stock
price is high and the value of their assets in place is relatively low. Firms will
issue debt either when the value of assets in place is very high (regardless of
the stock price) or when the stock price is relatively low.

This prediction follows from Theorem2 and the discussion in Section 4.2.
The statement dealing with the dependence of security issuance on stock prices
is consistent with the empirical evidence inBaker and Wurgler(2002),Hov-
akimian, Opler, and Titman(2001), andTeoh, Welch, and Wong(1998). It is
also consistent with the evidence provided byAntoniou, Guney, and Paudyal
(2002), Barclay, Smith, and Watts (1995), andRajan and Zingales(1995) that
the cross-sectional relationship between market-to-book ratios and leverage
ratios is negative for U.S. and OECD firms.

However, our prediction about the link between capital structure stock prices
for firms issuing securities is predicated on two mediating factors: the value of
assets in place and the stock price. If the value of assets in place is sufficiently
high, the firm issues debt regardless of the stock price. While this implication is
similar to the standard “pecking order” theory, an important distinction is that
our prediction is based on a sufficiently high value for the assets in place. Thus,
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even for this special case, our prediction can be empirically distinguished from
the pecking-order theory.30 Furthermore,given a relatively low value of assets
in place, if the stock price is sufficiently high, the firm always issues equity
regardless of variations in stock price above that cutoff (see Figure2). Outside
these two extremes, the firm issues equity if its stock price is high and debt
if its stock price is low, indicating equity preference for a large range of pa-
rameter values, in sharp contrast to the unconditional “equity aversion” found
in pecking-order theory. Thus, not only does our prediction offer a somewhat
different test of the dependence of capital structure on stock prices, but it also
permits one to distinguish our theory from other explanations for this depen-
dence, such as market timing (e.g.,Baker and Wurgler 2002) or growth options
with associated agency and bankruptcy costs (Rajan and Zingales 1995).

Although our primary focus is on the relationship between the stock price
andρ, this prediction also says that firms will issue debt when the value of
assets in place is very high. As a high value of assets in place can lift the stock
price, this implies that we may observe debt issues associated with high stock
prices. Note, however, that our prediction clearly identifieswhensuch debt is-
sues will occur. Therefore, in contrast to existing theories, our theory allows
for future empirical tests to distinguish between debt and equity issues dur-
ing high stock price periods. To minimize the distortions of historical value
accounting in empirical testing, one may focus on firms that have recently un-
dergone mergers. The book values of merging firms are revised to reflect “fair
market values” of assets in place, which reduces historical cost-based account-
ing distortions. One could then examine whether those firms with relatively
high stock prices and high on-the-balance-sheet assets also have relatively high
book leverage ratios and/or relatively more debt issues.31

In contrast to other theories, our theory predicts that capital structure will
move in precisely the way it appears in the data, given the mediating conditions
discussed. Optimal capital structure varies continuously with the stock price,
as the firm’s security issuance decision at any point in time is driven by the
manager’s comparison of the autonomy offered by debt and that offered by
equity—a comparison that depends on the observed stock price. Moreover,
even when controlling for price, higher manager-investor agreement makes
equity issuance more likely.

2. Even among high-stock-price firms with a low value of assets in place,
the likelihood of equity issuance is increasing in manager-investor agreement.

30 For empirical testing, the pecking-order aversion to equity exists regardless of the value of assets in place or the
stock price, whereas our prediction is that debt is preferred only for very high values of assets in place or low
stock prices.

31 It may not be enough to only examine reported external financing by these firms because they may be increasing
borrowing by tapping bank credit lines, which may not be detectable in the data. Therefore, a careful empirical
test may focus on book leverage ratios as well asobserveddebt issuances.
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This prediction follows from the discussion in Section 4.4 and highlights
three key differences between our theory and market timing theory. First, while
both theories imply that equity issues are more likely at higher stock prices,
ours implies that those firms with higher agreement are more likely to is-
sue equity, even among firms with high stock prices.32 Moreover, even when
controlling for price, higher agreement makes equity issuance more likely.
Empirical support is provided byDittmar and Thakor(2007), who use various
proxies for agreement and find direct evidence that shareholder-manager agree-
ment hasincrementalpower in explaining equity issuance timing. In particu-
lar, even when controlling for the stock price and asymmetric information,
equity issuance is more likely when there is less disagreement as proxied by
uncertainty-driven measures, such as dispersion in analysts’ earnings forecasts.
However, their tests do not consider the mediating effect of the value of assets
in place.

Second, while market timing theory explains equity issuance patterns, it
leaves the perplexing question of why investors irrationally purchase equity
at inflated prices unanswered. In contrast, in our theory, investors rationally
anticipate the actions of managers.

Finally, in contrast to market timing theory, which predicts that equity is-
suances are driven primarily by stock prices, our theory predicts that the link
between security issuance and stock price depends on mediating variables—
the stock price level, investor-manager agreement, and the value of assets in
place. Thus, we predict that firms may engage in substantial security issuances
due to changes in their investment opportunities, levels of manager-investor
agreement, and values of assets in place, and that these issuances may be un-
correlated with changes in market-value-based measures of capital structure in-
duced by stock returns (seeWelch’s 2011discussion of corroborating evidence
on security issuances and stock-return-induced capital structure changes, as
well asDeAngelo and Roll’s (2011) evidence that the firm’s investment policy
has an important effect on the time path of its leverage).

3. Even in the absence of a security issuance, there will be an inverse rela-
tionship between the firm’s leverage ratio and its stock price. When the firm’s
stock price changes, its leverage ratio will move in the direction implied by
the mechanical (auto-pilot) effect of the price change on leverage. If the firm
issues securities, then the change in leverage induced by a change in the stock
price will exceed that implied by the auto-pilot effect, as long as the value of
the firm’s assets in place is not too high.

This prediction follows from the discussion in Section 4.2. If no project
is available att = 1, our model impliesno security issuances, so that the
capital structure is driven only mechanically by stock returns.Welch (2004)

32 Thus,if the stock price were to increase due to a positive shock toVAI P withoutaffectingρ, our theory predicts
that the probability of an equity issuance is unchanged (or reduced ifβ increases),whereas market timing theory
would predict a higher probability of equity issuance.
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shows that this auto-pilot effect is a striking part of the data—a significant
proportion of the observed changes in capital structure is driven by the auto-
pilot effect of stock returns.33 Although this is puzzling, our theory predicts
that it is exactly what we should expect. When the firm’s stock price rises, the
manager infers higher agreement (ρ), so the optimal capital structure shifts
to lower leverage, which is precisely what is achieved by doing nothing but
letting this ratio drift lower. In short, a security price change moves the firm’s
optimalcapital structure in the direction of the price change.

4.Equity issuance will be preceded by periods of relatively high stock prices.

This prediction comes from Theorem3. One implication is that if firms are
issuing equity to time the market, it will appear that they are inexplicably de-
laying their equity issues while they wait for their stock prices to rise before
issuing equity. Again, we are not aware of any direct test of this prediction.
Furthermore, equity issuances will be preceded by positive stock returns (as in
Baker and Wurgler 2002).

5. Firms that have relatively highly valued assets in place will choose high
debt-equity ratios. For firms with relatively low-valued assets in place, if the
stringency in equity corporate governance (e.g., as measured by the number of
independent and active boards of directors) is relatively low, the firm will issue
equity regardless of the stock price. Alternatively, if the governance stringency
is relatively high for these firms, then they will issue equity at high stock prices
and debt at low stock prices.

This prediction follows from Theorem2 and Corollaries1 and2. The predic-
tion that firms with highly valued assets in place will issue debt regardless of
the stock price is novel and awaits testing. For firms with assets in place that are
not highly valued and for which corporate governance stringency is relatively
low, equity is issued even at low prices. Among firms with high governance
stringency and assets in place that are not highly valued, equity is issued if the
stock price is high and debt is issued if the stock price is low. This prediction
also awaits testing.34 Theempirical proxies for monitoring intensity developed
in the corporate governance literature may be useful in this regard.

6.When the firm has access to more internal cash to finance projects, equity-
linked corporate governance is less stringent/intrusive.

This prediction follows from Corollary6 in Section 4.1. Cash offers an ad-
vantage even if it is retained within the firm and not used to reduce external
financing. For example, if debt financing is used, cash can augment the value

33 Welch (2004, p. 106) concludes that “. . . U.S. corporations do little to counteract the influence of stock price
changes on their capital structures.”

34 AlthoughNovaes(2003) andZwiebel (1996) also develop managerial models of security issuance, they would
not produce a similar prediction, as in their models (in the absence of a takeover or bankruptcy), all control rests
unilaterally with the manager (ηe = 1) whenequity is issued and the mediating role of assets in place is absent.
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of the assets in place if its level can be monitored by the bondholders. In turn,
it can increase the range of values of theAI P for which debt can be used to
finance a project without relinquishing control to the bondholders. Thus, cash
can be effective in elevating managerial autonomyvis-à-visbondholders.

We have not considered the more negative aspects of cash that are related
to free-cash-flow problems in the organization below the manager (CEO; see
Jensen 1986). However, the manager may believe that this organizational in-
efficiency is outweighed by the benefits of greater autonomy. In this case, our
analysis suggests prediction 7.

7. In the “autonomy pecking order,” the firm prefers cash and then equity
and then debt if the firm’s stock price is high and the value of its assets in
place is not too high. The firm prefers cash and then debt and then equity if the
stock price is sufficiently low and/or the value of assets in place is sufficiently
high.

As disagreement is likely to loom larger while adopting new and unfamiliar
technologies or during periods of high stock price volatility, the value of en-
hancing a manager’s autonomy through cash is also likely to be higher during
such periods. For example, pharmaceutical companies may operate with more
cash than companies less dependent on research and development. That is, we
have the following prediction:

8. Cross-sectionally, firms with more novel business designs, firms with
higher dependence on research and development for future growth, and firms
experiencing higher stock price volatility will accumulate larger amounts of
cash.

While cash accumulation increases managerial autonomy, it also affects
how shareholders value the firm. In Equation (3), we can see that ifρ is held
fixed, the firm’s stock price is decreasing inηe. Thus,anything that increases
managerial autonomy without affecting agreement (as in Corollary6) will ad-
versely affect the stock price. Of course, cash may be accumulated for other
reasons as well—such as exogenous financial constraints or impaired capital
market access—so that the negative impact of cash on the stock price arising
from managerial autonomy will be tempered by these factors in the data. On
average, however, these additional factors may cancel out and our analysis im-
plies that $1 in cash retained within the firm should be valued at less than $1
by the market. This matchesFaulkender and Wang’s (2006) finding that $1 of
cash is worth $0.94 in market value. Second, our model implies that the mar-
ket value of cash should be higher in higher-ρ firms, as the marginal cost of an
increase in managerial autonomy as perceived by shareholders in such firms
should be lower. This prediction is untested.

9. Cross-sectionally, firms will exhibit lower leverage ratios if they have a
higher value of future growth opportunities.
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Thisprediction follows from Corollary4. It is also encountered in other the-
ories (e.g.,Myers 1977). Empirical support can be found inGoyal, Lehn, and
Racic(2002), who establish that the debt levels of U.S. weapons manufacturers
increased as their growth opportunities declined from 1985 to 1995.

5. Conclusion

We have examined how shareholders’ and bondholders’ control rights are de-
termined when a firm’s financiers and its manager have no divergence of ob-
jectivesper sebut have “different models of the world,” and how these control
rights interact with capital structure decisions. In such a setting, the manager
seeksex anteto be free ofex postconstraints imposed by financiers on his
project-choice autonomy. Thus, he first seeks the “softest” claims—those that
limit his autonomy the least—with which to finance projects. This reverses the
“role of hard claims in constraining management” kinds of results seen in the
agency literature (e.g.,Hart and Moore 1995).35

Our analysis uncovers numerous empirical predictions. The firm’s optimal
capital structure is inherently dynamic, depending on both its stock returns and
the value of its assets in place. Firms will issue equity following high stock
returns and debt following low stock returns, even when they have no market-
timing motivations. Debt is used even in the absence of taxes, agency cost, or
signaling considerations. Control rights given to financiers—and, hence, man-
agerial autonomy—depend endogenously on the security issued and on the
amount of cash the firm accumulates. On average, a dollar of cash within the
firm will be valued at less than a dollar by the market. Firms will let their cap-
ital structures drift with stock prices rather than make proactive adjustments.
If proactive adjustments are made, they willreinforce the effect of the drift
rather than counteract it. Our analysis takes debt and equity as givens. A useful
sequel would be to endogenize debt and equity in a security-design framework
with disagreement.36

In terms of future research, the ubiquitous nature of the twin pillars of
our analysis—fundamental disagreement and the importance of managerial

35 Onecould perhaps argue that there is a similarity between our result that the manager’s autonomyvis-à-visnew
financiers is limited in order to reduce the cost of capital and the agency viewpoint that the manager will wish
to precommit to limit hisex postfreedom in order to reduceex anteagency costs. There is, however, a critical
difference. In the agency model, the manager finds itex anteoptimal to give himselfnoproject-choice autonomy,
if this is feasible, because this minimizes agency costs. That is, he truly seeks the hardest claim available.
For example, inZwiebel’s (1996) agency model, the manager chooses to issue debt as a precommitment to
eliminating his project-choice autonomy as long as debt remains a sufficiently hard claim. Equity is preferred
only when the disciplining role of debt is diminished and it becomes a “softer” claim. In contrast, in our model,
the manager seeks as much autonomy as he can, consistent with the board’s desire to trade this off against the
cost of capital, which leads the manager to prefer the claim that limits his autonomythe least, which is debt
whenVAI P is sufficiently high and equity when the stock price is high. This is also different from a standard
Jensen and Meckling(1976) trade-off model in which agency costs are independent of stock price levels, so the
manager responds to changes in the stock price by issuing equity when the price drops and debt when it rises,
because this moves the firm closer to its target capital structure.

36 Thiswould complement the existing information-based approaches, e.g.,Fulghieri and Lukin(2001).
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autonomyin the face of such disagreement—allows us to link our approach to
other areas, such as law and economics. Consider, for example, the “business
judgment rule.” This rule recognizes that corporate directors cannot be held re-
sponsible for decisions others may consider to be bad decisions if the directors
acted in good faith and in the honest belief that the action was taken in the best
interests of the company (see Bainbridge 2003). The law thus acknowledges
that a fundamental disagreement between shareholders and directors/managers
does not necessarily imply agency or moral hazard problems. The framework
developed here could be used to provide an economic rationale for this rule,
and to help analyze issues connected with this and other economic phenomena,
thereby creating new research avenues.

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. First, considerηd. Bondholders have first lien on the cash flow from the
AI P. WhenV AI P = F > I , the firm’s cost of capital is unaffected byηd. As the value of the
firm, assessed by the manager, is increasing inηd for any fixed cost of capital, it is optimal to set
ηd = 1 whenV AI P = F . Consider next the autonomy probabilitiesηe andηe(d). Fix debt as the
security to be issued att = 1, so the manager must determineηe(d), the manager’s autonomy with
respect to the initial shareholders. As new equity capital is not being raised, there is no dilution
and the impact ofηe(d) on the stock price is irrelevant as long as the cost of debt is unaffected by
ηe(d). As the beliefs of the manager and the initial shareholders coincide, causing them to always
agree on the project choice, the bondholders’ expected payoff cannot be affected by the allocation
of control between the manager and the initial shareholders forany V AI P value. The manager
thus setsηe(d) = 1. Next, fix equity as the security being issued att = 1. Then the manager will
account for the impact ofηe onα, the cost of external equity financing (Lemma2 establishes that
∂α
/
∂ηe > 0). This impact that will exist for any valueof V AI P andthe manager will setηe to

reflectthis effect. This means that, in general, we haveηe 6= ηe(d).
Now we will establish that conditioningηe on V AI P serves no economic purpose. Note that

there are only two contracting variables that can be conditionedon V AI P : ηe andα. Conditioning
ηe on V AI P is meaninglessbecauseV AI P hasno effect onx, y, or ρ, and thus has no impact
on shareholder-manager disagreement att = 2. Therefore,V AI P doesnot affectηe. As for α,
we need to use (3)–(5). Note first that equity is issued att = 1, soα is determined before the
realizationV AI P is observed. This necessitates basingα on the expected valueof V AI P , which is
βF . Thus,α is given by (5). However, consider an alternative arrangement in whichα is expressed
as a functionof V AI P , with α

(
V AI P

)
= F ≡ αF andα

(
V AI P

)
≡ α0, and bothαF andα0 set

at t = 1. DefineV1
n ≡ V1

n (ρ, ηe, θ) − βF . Then, similar to (5), we can write

αF V1
n + αF F = I , and (A1)

αoV1
n = I . (A2)

Clearly, α0 > α > αF . Now, the expected terminal wealth of the initial shareholders withα not
contingenton V AI P is

[1 − α]

[
V1

n + βF

]
. (A3)
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With αF andα0, the corresponding expected values are

[1 − αF ]

[
V1

n + F

]
, and (A4)

[
1 − α0

]
[

V1
n

]
. (A5)

We can write (A3)as

V1
n + βF − α

[
V1

n + βF

]
= V1

n + βF − I using (5) .

Similarly, the expected terminal wealth of the initial shareholders across the different V AI P
realizationsusingαF andα0 is:

β [1 − αF ]

[
V1

n + F

]
+ [1 − β]

[
1 − α0

]
[

V1
n

]

= β

[
V1

n + F

]
+ [1 − β]

[
V1

n

]
− βαF

[
V1

n + F

]
− [1 − β] V1

n α0

= V1
n + βF − I using(A1) and (A2).

Thus, makingα contingentonV AI P leaves the expected terminal wealth of the initial shareholders
unaffected. �

Proof of Lemma 1. Differentiating (3) with respect toρ yields

∂V1
n

/
∂ρ = pH − ηepL − [1 − ηe] Rp

= p [H − R] + ηep [R − L] > 0. (A6)

Differentiating (5) with respect toρ yields

α
(
∂V1

n

/
∂ρ
)

+ V1
n
[
∂α
/
∂ρ
]

= 0, which means∂α
/
∂ρ =

−α
[
∂V1

n

/
∂ρ
]

V1
n

< 0. �

Proof of Lemma 2. From (5), we know that

α
[
∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe

]
+ V1

n (ρ, ηe)
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

]
= 0,so (A7)

∂α
/
∂ηe =

−α
[
∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe

]

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

.

From(3), we see that∂V1
n

/
∂ηe = p [1 − ρ] [L − R] < 0. Hence,∂α

/
∂ηe > 0.

Differentiating (A7) again with respect toηe yields

α
[
∂2V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/

∂η2
e

]
+
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe

]

+
[
∂2α

/
∂η2

e

]
V1

n (ρ, ηe) +
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe

]
= 0.

As ∂2V1
n (ρ, ηe)

/
∂η2

e = 0, we have

∂2α
/

∂η2
e = −

[
V1

n (ρ, ηe)
]−1 [

2∂α
/
∂ηe

] {
∂V1

n (ρ, ηe)
/

∂ηe

}

> 0 since∂α
/

∂ηe > 0 and∂V1
n (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ηe < 0. �
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Proof of Lemma 3. The proof of∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ρ > 0 is very similar to that for Lemma 1 and

therefore omitted to conserve space. The fact that∂α
/
∂ρ < 0 follows from (5) and Lemma1. �

Proof of Lemma 4. Note V AI P = 0. Given (10), the bondholders know that the shareholders
will always choose the lemon regardless of the signal. As the expected value of the lemon is
zero, the bondholders will adjust the repayment obligationD to correspond toanyproject-choice
autonomy the manager has, so that the entire cost of choosing the lemon is internalizedex anteby
the initial shareholders. Thus,ηd = 0 whenV AI P = 0. �

Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that the manager prefers debt financing such that

E

β > β̂.
The expected terminal(t = 3) wealth of those who are shareholders att = 0, as assessed by man-
agement, when equity is chosen is[1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe), and is given by (6) and (7). With debt fi-

nancing, the expected terminal wealth of those who are shareholders att = 0 isV1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
,

given by (11). Debt is strictly preferred to equity if

[1 − α] V1
old (ρ, ηe) < β

[
V1

old

(
D1 = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)
+ I

]
+ [1 − β] [ R] − I , (A8)

whereV1
old (ρ, ηe) is given in (7)andV1

old

(
D1 = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)
is given in (12). Also note

thatα = I
/

V1
n (ρ, ηe), whereV1

n (ρ, ηe) is defined in (3). Now we can write (A8) as

I V 1
old (ρ, ηe)

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

>






V̂1
old (ρ, ηe) − βF

−β
[
V

1
old

(
D1 = 1

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)]
+ [1 − β] [ R]

+I





, (A9)

which means

I V 1
old (ρ, ηe)

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

>






[
V1

old (ρ, ηe) − βF
]

− β
[
V

1
old

(
D1 = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)
+ I − F

]

− [1 − β] {R}

+I





.

(A10)
The right-hand side (RHS) of (A10) is strictly decreasing inβ, as

V
1
old (D1 = I |V AI P = F, ρ) − F + I > R

.
Note that asηe < 1, we know that for

V1
old (ρ, ηe) − βF = pHρ + ηep [1 − ρ] H + [1 − ηe] Rp [1 − ρ] + R [1 − p] + βF − βF

≤ β
[
V

1
old

(
D1 = I

∣
∣V AI P = F, ρ

)
+
]

+ I [1 − β] R

= β [ pHρ + p [1 − ρ] H + R [1 − p] + F ] + [1 − β] R.

Thus, the RHS of (A10) is no bigger thanI whenβ = 1.
We will now show that the left-hand side (LHS) of (A10) exceedsI . From (3) and (7), note

that
V1

old (ρ, ηe) > V1
n (ρ, ηe) . (A11)

For external equity financing to be viable (see (5)), we know that

V1
n (ρ, ηe) > I . (A12)
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(A11) and (A12) jointly imply that the LHS of (A10) is strictly greater thanI . As we have
already shown that the RHS of (A10) is no bigger thanI for β = 1, debt financing is strictly
preferred by the manager forβ = 1. By continuity, for a sufficiently largeβ ∈ (0,1), debt
financing must be preferred∀ηe and∀ρ.

Next, we show that for sufficiently lowβ, equity is strictly preferred to debt forηe sufficiently
high and∀ρ. Hence, reversing the inequality in (A10), we want to show that atβ = 0, the following
holds∀ρ andηe sufficiently high:

I V 1
old (ρ, ηe)

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

<
{

V1
old (ρ, ηe) − R + I

}
. (A13)

Note that ∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ρ > 0, so V1

old (ρ, ηe) is minimized atρ = 0. Thus, defining

V1
old (0,ηe) asthe value ofV1

old atρ = 0, (A13) becomes

V1
old (0,ηe) >

{

[R − I ] + [ I ]

[
V1

old (ρ, ηe)

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

]}

, (A14)

whichcan be rewritten as

V1
old (0,ηe) > R − I + [ I ]

[
V1

old (ρ, ηe)

V1
n (ρ, ηe)

]

. (A15)

Observe that (see (7))

V1
old (0,ηe) = ηepH + 1[1 − ηe] Rp + R [1 − p] . (A16)

If ηe = 1, substituting (A16) in (A15) yields

p [H − R] > I

{
V1

old (ρ, 1)

V1
n (ρ, 1)

− 1

}

. (A17)

Define A ≡ I

{
V1

old (ρ,1)

V1
n (ρ,1)

− 1

}
and Ā ≡ max

ρ

{
I

[
V1

old (ρ,1)

V1
n (ρ,1)

− 1

]}
. We can now write the

above inequality asp [H − R] > A, which we know is satisfied given (9). Thus, as

∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ρ > 0, we have shown that (A15) holds for the smallest valueV1

old (ρ, ηe) can

take with respect toρ, which implies thatV1
old (ρ, ηe) >

{
R − I + [ I ]

[
V1

old (ρ,1)

V1
n (ρ,1)

]}
∀ρ ∈ [0,1].

Thus, (A13) holds for allρ and ηe = 1. This means that forβ = 0, [1 − α] V1
old (ρ, 1) >

V1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
∀ρ. Note thatV1

old

(
DI = I | ρ

)
= R−I atβ = 0.By continuity ofV1

old (ρ, ηe)

in ηe, we know that[1 − α] V1
old (ρ, ηe) > [R − I ] in a neighborhood ofηe = 1. Moreover,

[1 − α] V1
old (ρ, ηe) − V1

old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
is continuous inβ. So, if [1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe) −

V1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
> 0 for β = 0, then it is also positive forβ > 0 in a neighborhood ofβ = 0.

Thus, we have proven that equity is strictly preferred to debt for allρ andηe sufficiently high (in
a neighborhood ofηe = 1) andβ sufficiently low.

Staying in the range in whichβ takes low values, we next wish to show that debt is preferred
to equity whenηe and ρ are both sufficiently low, and equity is preferred to debt whenηe is
sufficiently low andρ is sufficiently high. Suppose first thatηe = 0, ρ = 0, andβ > 0 is small.
Then,

V1
old

(
D1 = I |0

)
= β [ pH − pR] + R − I + βF

= βp [H − R] + R − I + βF. (A18)
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Moreover,

[1 − α] V1
old (0,0) < V1

old (0,0) − αV1
n (0,0)

= V1
old (0,0) − I = R + βF − I . (A19)

A comparison of (A18) and (A19) shows that debt is strictly preferred to equity forηe = 0,
ρ = 0. By continuity, debt is strictly preferred forηe andρ sufficiently small, and a sufficiently
smallβ > 0. Now, letηe = 0, ρ = 1, and a smallβ > 0. Then,

V1
old

(
D1 = I |1

)
= θβp [H − R] + R − I + βF, and (A20)

[1 − α] V1
old (1,0) = V1

old (1,0) − αV1
old (1,0) = V1

old (1,0) − αV1
n (1,0) = V1

old (1,0) − I

= p [H − R] + R − I + βF (A21)

A comparison of (A20) and (A21) shows that equity is strictly preferred to debt for
ρ = 1. By continuity, therefore, equity is strictly preferred to debt forηe sufficiently small andρ
sufficiently high.

Returning to (A10), note that both the LHS and the RHS of (A10) are decreasing inβ, with
the LHS convex inβ and the RHS linear inβ. Moreover, we have proven that the LHS strictly
exceeds the RHS ((A10) holds) and hence debt is strictly preferred atβ = 1, whereas the RHS
strictly exceeds the LHS (inequality in (A10) is reversed) and hence equity is strictly preferred at
β = 0 (for ηe sufficiently high). This means that the LHS, as a function ofβ, must cross the RHS,
as a function ofβ, only once at some point̂β ∈ (0,1). The firm will strictly prefer debt for all
β > β̂. For β < β̂, the firm strictly prefers equity ofηe > η̂e, whereη̂e ∈ (0,1) is sufficiently
large. Forβ < β̂ andηe < η̂e, we have proven that the firm prefers equity ifρ > ρ̂ and debt if
ρ < ρ̂.

Finally, we can prove that∂η̂e (β)
/
∂β > 0. Note that forβ < β̂, η̂e solves (using (6) and

(11)):

β {pHρ + p [1 − ρ] H − Rp} + R − I + βF

= [1 − α] {[ pHρ + η̂ep [1 − ρ] H + [1 − η̂e] p [1 − ρ] R − Rp] + R + βF} . (A22)

Now consider two values ofβ, sayβ1 < β2 < β̂. Define

C (β) ≡ [ pHρ + η̂e (β) p [1 − ρ] H + [1 − η̂e] p [1 − ρ] R − Rp] and

D (β) ≡ β {pHρ + p [1 − ρ] H − Rp} .

Then we can write (A22) forβ = β1 as

D (β1) + R − I + βF = C (β1) + R + βF − α
[
C (β1) + R + βF

]
. (A23)

Note that α
[
C (β1) + R + βF

]
> αV1

n (ρ, η̂e) = I becauseV1
old (ρ, η̂e) > V1

n (ρ, η̂e). Thus,
(A23) implies

C (β1) + R + βF > D (β1) + R + βF , or

pHρ + η̂e (β1) p [1 − ρ] H +
[
1 − η̂e (β1)

]
p [1 − ρ] R − Rp

> β1 [ pHρ + p [1 − ρ] H − Rp] . (A24)

�
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Let β̂ > β1 besuch thatC(β1) = D(β̂), i.e., (A24) holds as an equality. Then, if we choose
β2 > β̂, the only way to ensure that (A24) holds is to increaseη̂e becauseC (β) is increasing in
η̂e. Thus,̂ηe (β2) > ηe (β1).

Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose thatηe < η̂e (β). Also suppose thatρ ≥ ρ̂(ηe). Then, in the
conjectured Nash equilibrium, the market believes the firm will issue equity. It thus sets the pre-
equity-issuance stock price of the firm at[1 − α] V1

n (ρ, ηe). We know thatV1
n (ρ, ηe) is continu-

ously differentiable inρ and∂V1
n

/
∂ρ > 0, soV1

n (ρ, ηe): [−1,1] × [0,1] → R+ is one-to-one

in ρ and invertible (hereR+ is the non-negative real line). Moreover, from (5) we know that
∂α
/
∂ρ < 0, so [1 − α] V1

n (ρ, ηe) is also strictly increasing inρ and invertible inρ. There is,
therefore, a one-to-one correspondence between the stock price andρ. Given its knowledge ofρ,
management recognizes thatρ ≥ ρ̂(ηe) andthus finds it optimal to issue equity (Theorem2). This
is consistent with the market’s beliefs about what the firm will do, so equity is issued when the
firm’s pre-issuance stock price is high.

Now supposeρ < ρ̂(ηe). In the conjectured Nash equilibrium, the market believes the firm

will issue debt and sets the pre-debt-issuance stock price atV1
n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
, which is continu-

ously differentiable and increasing inρ. With ρ < ρ̂(ηe), the manager issues debt (Theorem2),
confirming the market’s belief that debt will be issued at a sufficiently low pre-issuance stock
price. �

Proof of Corollary 2. The manager seeks to maximize[1 − α] V1
old (ρ, ηe). It is straightforward

to verify that [1 − α (ρ, ηe)] V1
old (ρ, ηe) is concave in ηe. To see this, let Q ≡

[1 − α (ρ, ηe)] V1
old (ρ, ηe). Then,

∂2Q
/

∂η2
e = −

[
∂2α

/
∂η2

e

]
V1

old (ρ, ηe) − 2
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

old (ρ, ηe)
/

∂ηe

]

+ [1 − α]
[
∂2V1

old (ρ, ηe)
/

∂η2
e

]
.

From Lemma2, we know that∂α
/

∂ηe > 0,∂2α
/

∂η2
e > 0. Moreover,∂V1

old (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe > 0

and∂2V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂η2

e = 0. Thus, it follows that∂2Q
/

∂η2
e < 0. Now consider a particularηe

thatis chosen att = 0. The cutoffρ̂(ηe) is given by

[1 − α(ηe, ρ̂(ηe))]V
1
old (ρ̂(ηe), ηe) = V1

old (D1 = I |ρ̂(ηe)). Thismeans

[1 − α(ηe, ρ̂(ηe))]V
1
old (ρ̂(ηe), ηe) − V1

old (D1 = I |ρ̂(ηe)) = 0. (A25)

DefiningandV1
old (ρ̂(ηe), ηe) ≡ V1

old (E), andV1
old (D1 = I |ρ̂(ηe)) ≡ V1

old (D), and differ-
entiating with respect toηe,

dL H S/dηe = [1 − α]
[
∂V1

old (E)
/
∂ρ̂
]

+ [1 − α]
[
∂V1

i (E)
/
∂ηe

]

−
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

]
V1

old (E) −
[
∂α
/
∂ρ̂
] [

dρ̂
/

dηe
]

V1
old (E)

−
[
∂V1

old (D)
/

∂ρ̂
] [

dρ̂
/

dηe
]

= 0,

whereLHS is the left-hand side of (A25). Rearranging yields

dρ̂
/

dηe =
−
[
∂Q

/
∂ηe

]

{
[1 − α]

[
∂V1

i (E)
/
∂ρ
]

−
[
∂α
/
∂ρ̂
]

V1
old (E) −

[
∂V1

old (D)
/

∂ρ̂
]} . (A26)
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Now, as equity is preferred ifρ > ρ̂ and debt is preferred ifρ < ρ̂(ηe), with indifference at
ρ = ρ̂(ηe), this means that

∂
{
[1 − α] V1

old (E)
}

∂ρ
∣
∣
∣ρ=ρ̂(ηe) > ∂V1

old (D)
/

∂ρ
∣
∣
∣ρ=ρ̂(ηe) .

Thisalso implies that the denominator on the RHS of (A26) is strictly positive. Moreover, given the
concavity ofQ in ηe, ∂Q

/
∂ηe > 0 if ηe is less than the valueη0

e atwhich Q achieves stationarity

(∂Q
/

∂η0
e = 0), givenρ > ρ̂, and∂Q

/
∂ηe < 0 if ηe exceedsη0

e. Thus, dρ̂
dηe

> 0 if ηe is relatively

high, and dρ̂
dηe

< 0 if ηe is relatively low. �

Proof of Corollary 3. The pre-equity-issuance stock price is[1 − α] V1
n (ρ, ηe). The proof

follows from (3) and (4). �

Proof of Theorem 3. The theorem assumesβ < β̂ andηe < η̂e. The pre-issuance stock price is

V̂1
n (ρ, ηe), given by (14). We know that∂

{
[1 − α] V1

n (ρ, ηe)
}/

∂ρ > ∂V1
n

(
D1 = I |ρ

)/
∂ρ.

Moreover,∂V1
n (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ρ > 0. A similar relationship holds for the manager’s assessment.

Furthermore,∂Pr
[
[1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe) > V1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)]/
∂ρ > 0.

Thus, increases inρ lead to higher stock prices as well as higher probabilities of equity
issuance based on the inference ofρ from stock prices, given that equity is issued whenρ > ρ̂ .�

Proof of Corollary 4. Firms withρ > ρ̂(ηe) issueequity, and firms withρ ≤ ρ̂(ηe) issuedebt.

As∂
{
[1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe)
}

/∂g > 0 and∂
{
[1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe)
}

/∂g > ∂V1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)/
∂g

for sufficiently low β, andρ̂(ηe) solves[1 − α] V1
old

(
ρ̂, (ηe), ηe

)
= V1

old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)
, it fol-

lows that∂ρ̂(ηe)
/
∂g < 0. Hence, an increase ing strictly increases the number of firms for which

ρ > ρ̂(ηe), leading to more equity issues. �

Proof of Theorem 4. Consider (15b) first, which applies toηe ≥ η̂e. The first-order condition
for the optimal autonomy probability,η∗

e, is

∂V0
old

/
∂ηe =

∫ {
[1 − α]

[
∂V1

old

/
∂ηe

]
−
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

]
V1

old
(
ρ̂, η∗

e
)}

Φ
(
dρ
/
μρ
)

= 0. (A27)

We now verify the second-order condition for a unique maximum (note

∂2V1
old
(
ρ, η∗

e
)/

∂η2
e = 0) :

∂2V0
old

/
∂η2

e = −2
∫ [

∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

old

/
∂ηe

]
Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)

−
∫ [

∂2α
/

∂η2
e

]
V1

old
(
ρ̂, η∗

e
)
Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)
. (A28)

FromLemma2, we know that∂α
/
∂ηe > 0 and∂2α

/
∂η2

e > 0, and we use (7) to see that

∂V1
old

/
∂ηe > 0. Thus,∂2Vo

old

/
∂η2

e < 0 andη∗
e is a unique global optimum.

The manager will first solve the problem above to calculateη∗
e. If η∗

e ≥ η̂e, then the manager
is done. However, ifη∗

e < η̂e, the manager will need to solve (15a). In this case, the first-order
condition is
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∂V0
old

/
∂ηe =

1∫

ρ̂(η∗
e)

{
[1 − α]

[
∂V1

old

/
∂ηe

]
−
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

]
V1

old
(
ρ, η∗

e
)}

Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)

−
[
1 − α

(
ρ̂
(
η∗

e
)
, η∗

e
)]

V1
old

(
ρ̂
(
η∗

e
)
, η∗

e
) [

dρ̂
/

dη∗
e
]

+V1
old

(
D1 = 1

∣
∣ρ̂
(
η∗

e
) ) [

dρ̂
/

dη∗
e
]

= 0. (A29)

Using(A25), we can simplify (A29) to

∂V0
old

/
∂ηe =

1∫

ρ̂(η∗
e)

{
[1 − α]

[
∂V1

old

/
∂ηe

]
−
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

]
V1

old
(
ρ̂, η∗

e
)}

Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)
= 0.

(A30)
Thesecond-order condition is

∂2V0
old

/
∂η2

e = − 2

1∫

ρ̂(η∗
e)

[
∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

old

/
∂ηe

]
Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)

−

1∫

ρ̂(η∗
e)

[
∂2α

/
∂η2

e

]
V1

old
(
ρ̂, ηe

)
Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)
+ K < 0, (A31)

whereK ≡ −
[

dρ̂
dη∗

e

] [
∂Q
∂η∗

e

]
and Q was defined in the proof of Corollary2. From the proof of

Corollary2, we also know thatdρ̂
dη∗

e
and∂Q

/
∂η∗

e take opposite signs. Thus,K > 0. This means

that even though the terms other thanK are negative, we cannot guarantee that∂2V0
old

/
∂η2

e < 0.

However, anyη∗
e < η̂e mustsatisfy the stationarity condition (A30). To see why this is also true

for η∗
e ≤ η̂e, note that ifV0

old

(
μρ, η̂e

)
exceedsV0

old

(
μρ, η∗

e
)
∀η∗

e < η̂e and∂V0
old

/
∂ηe > 0 at

η̂e, then clearlyη∗
e > η̂e andwe are solving a different optimization for which the second-order

condition for a unique optimum,η∗
e, has already been verified. Thus, (A30) must be zero for any

candidateη∗
e ≤ η̂e. If multiple ηe’s satisfy (A30), with all being less than̂ηe, then theη∗

e chosen

is arg max
ηe∈[0, η̂e)

{
V0

old

(
μρ, ηe

)}
. �

Proof of Corollary 5. The manager maximizesV0
old

(
μρ, ηe

)
at t = 0. Now consider a specific

mean ofρ,μ1
ρ , corresponding to a distributionΦ1. Consider a first-order-stochastic dominance

(FOSD) shift in this distribution toΦ2, with a corresponding meanμ2
ρ . Now, let η∗

e

(
μ1

ρ

)
and

η∗
e

(
μ2

ρ

)
bethe optimal autonomy probability choices corresponding toμ1

ρ andμ2
ρ , respectively.

Observe from (15a) and (15b) that holdingηe fixed and taking an increase inμρ asan FOSD shift

of the distribution, we have∂V0
old

/
∂μρ > 0, because∂α

/
∂ρ < 0, ∂V1

old (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ρ > 0, and

∂V1
old

(
D1 = I |ρ

)/
∂ρ > 0. Thus,

Vo
old

(
μ1

ρ, η∗
e

(
μ1

ρ

))
< Vo

old

(
μ2

ρ, η∗
e

(
μ1

ρ

))
< Vo

old

(
μ2

ρ, η∗
e

(
μ2

ρ

))
.

Thisprovesdη∗
e
/

dμρ > 0. �
Proof of Corollary 6. The proof requires showing thatdη∗

e
/

dI < 0. Totally differentiating the
first-order condition (A27),
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dη∗
e

/
dI =

∫ [
∂α
/
∂ I
] [

∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ηe

]
Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)

−
∫ {

2
[
∂α
/
∂ηe

] [
∂V1

old (ρ, ηe)
/
∂ηe

]
+
[
∂2α

/
∂η2

e

]
V1

old (ρ, ηe) Φ
(
dρ
∣
∣μρ

)} .

As ∂α
/
∂ I = 1

V1
n (ρ,ηe)

> 0, α is increasing and convex inηe (Lemma2), and∂V1
old (ρ, ηe)

/
∂ηe

> 0, we havedη∗
e
/

dI < 0. This means that if the manager uses internal cash to reduceI , η∗
e will

optimally increase. �
Proof of Theorem 5. From standard results, we know that maximizing the wealth of the ini-
tial shareholders is equivalentex anteto maximizing the total value of the firm. LetS1

n (ρ, η) be
the investors’ assessment of the share of firm value going to new investors. LetV1

old (ρ, η) be

the total value of the firm as assessed by the manager (and initial shareholders) andS1
old (ρ, η)

be the manager’s assessment of this share. The manager makes his project choice,c, to maximize
V1

old (ρ, η, c) − S1
old (ρ, η, c) subject toS1

n (ρ, η, c) = I . Now consider case (1). Without dis-
agreement and any possible investment distortions, it is clear thatη is irrelevant, as the manager
and investors both prefer the same (value-maximizing) project. Moreover, without disagreement,
S1

n (ρ, η, c) = S1
old (ρ, η, c) = I , so the manager is indifferent to debt or equity.

Next, consider case (2) and suppose new investors have an investment distortion incentive.
Suppose, counterfactually, thatη ∈ (0,1). Then,ex postin the state in which investors prefer the
non-value-maximizing project, the manager can get them to relinquish control to the manager by
offering to pay them a higher share of the project payoff, so that investors expect an arbitrarily
small ε > 0 above their payoff with their original share of the non-value-maximizing project’s
payoff. Investors will accept and the manager will be better off choosing the value-maximizing
project, which meansη ∈ (0,1) is not renegotiation-proof. The proof of the case in which the
manager has the distorted investment incentive is similar.

Now consider case (3). If riskless debt can be issued to raise $I , then it is obvious from the
analysis thus far that debt dominates equity withρ < 1. So, consider risky debt withVAI P = 0
almostsurely,R = I , p = 1, andH > I > L. The proof is similar withR > I andp < 1. Letηe
bethe optimal autonomy with equity andηd bethe optimal autonomy with debt. With equity, the
manager chooses his project to maximize[1 − α] V1

old (ρ, ηe, c) subjectto αV1
n (ρ, ηe, c) = I .

Thenwe can writeαV1
n (ρ, ηe, c) = α

[
ρH + [1 − ρ] L̂

]
= I , whereL̂ ≡ ηeL + [1 − ηe] I < I .

With debt, the manager maximizesV1
old (ρ, ηd, c)−S1

old (ρ, ηd, c) subjectto S1
n (ρ, ηd, c) = I . If

D is the firm’s debt repayment obligation, then replacingηd with ηe (which implies a weakly
dominated payoff with debt for the manager relative to usingηd), we can writeS1

n (ρ, ηe, c) =
ρD + [1 − ρ] L̂ = I . Now, differentiating the equity pricing condition, we have

dα
/

dρ =
−α

[
H − L̂

]

{
ρ
[
H − L̂

]
+ L̂

} , (A32)

anddifferentiating the debt pricing condition, we have

d D
/

dρ =
−
[
D − L̂

]

ρ
. (A33)

It is clear that the manager prefers the security that implies a lower financing cost for the
initial shareholders. The financing cost with equity as assessed by the manager, call itEC, is
EC = αV1

old (ρ, ηe, C) = α[ρ H + [1 − ρ] Ĥ ], where Ĥ ≡ ηeH = [1 − ηe] I , and with the

debt financing cost assessed by the manager, call itDC, is DC = ρD + [1 − ρ] D̂, whereD̂ ≡
ηeD + [1 − ηe] I . Clearly, atρ = 1, these financing costs are equal at the equilibrium values ofα

andD. Then, for any fixedηe

∂EC
/
∂ρ = α

[
H − Ĥ

]
+
[
ρH + {1 − ρ} Ĥ

] [
dα
/

dρ
]

= α
[
H − Ĥ

]
−

α
[
H−L̂

][
ρH+{1−ρ}Ĥ

]

[
ρH+[1−ρ] L̂

]

< 0 sinceH > Ĥ > L̂.
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In addition,
∣
∣
∣ ∂EC

∂ρ

∣
∣
∣ > −α

[
H − Ĥ

]
+ α

[
Ĥ − L̂

]
. Similarly, ∂ DC

∂ρ =
[

ρ̂dD
dρ

]
+ [1 − ρ]ηe

dD
dρ +

D − D̂. If we use (A33) and a little algebra, we can see that
∣
∣
∣ ∂ DC

∂ρ

∣
∣
∣
ρ=1

= ηeD + [1 − ηe] I −

L̂ = D̂ − L̂. Thus,
∣
∣
∣ ∂EC

∂ρ

∣
∣
∣
ρ=1

> α[ Ĥ − L̂] > [ D̂ − L̂] =
∣
∣
∣ ∂ DC

∂ρ

∣
∣
∣
ρ=0

. To see this, note that

after substituting forα, Ĥ , L̂, D̂, and D all evaluated atρ = 1 and simplified, proving that
α[ Ĥ − L̂] > [ D̂ − L̂] requires only showing thatI [H − L] > H [ I − L], which is true because

I < H . Moreover,∂2EC
/

∂ρ2 > 0 and ∂2DC
/

∂ρ2 > 0. Now, note thatρmin > 0 is the

minimumρ, such that external financing ofI can be raised (i.e.,V1
n (ρmin, ηe) = I andρminH +[

1 − ρmin
]

L̂ = I ), andρmin is identical across debt and equity, withEC = DC at ρmin. As
EC = DC at ρ = 1, bothEC and DC are convex inρ, and

∣
∣∂EC

/
∂ρ
∣
∣
ρ=1 >

∣
∣∂ DC

/
∂ρ
∣
∣
ρ=1,

it follows thatEC > DC∀ρ ∈ (ρmin, 1), so debt strictly dominates equity∀ρ ∈ (ρmin, 1). The
proof of case (4) follows from the earlier results in the article. �
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